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Introduction

The Bassari (Ɓëliyan) people are an ethnic group that makes up part of the Tenda language family 
(Badiaranke, Bassari, Bedik, Konyagi) who live on both sides of the border between Guinea-Conakry 
and Senegal. 

In Senegal, the Ɓëliyan are located exclusively in the Department of Kedougou, more precisely in 
the sous-préfectures of Salemata and Bandafassi. In Senegal the population of the Ɓëliyan is estimated 
at  10,000  representing  10%  of  the  departmental  population  of  Kedougou.  A  slightly  larger 
population is estimated to live in Guinea-Conakry. The estimates for total speakers of the language 
range from 15,000 to 30,000.

One  of  three  minority  groups  in  the  Department  of  Kedougou,  they  speak  Bassari  (Oniyan),  a 
Niger-Congo  language  belonging  to  the  West  Atlantic  language  group.  They  are  traditionally 
matrilineal  comprising  seven  lineage  names:  Ɓangar,  Ɓëɓan,  Ɓënang,  Ɓenja,  Ɓëyes,  Ɓëyỹaxënj,  and 
Ɓëƴar. The majority of the Ɓëliyan identify with Christianity; there are a number of Catholic priests, 
nuns, and pastors, but the population is still well rooted in their ancestral traditions.

Their homeland is located south of the Gambia River east of Youkounkoun, a city of Guinea. This 
group lives isolated in the small laterite hills that make up the foothills of the Fouta-Djialon. They  
subsist by agriculture, raising livestock, and selling crafts. Since the 1960s large numbers of Ɓëliyan 
have migrated to urban centers in the pursuit of modernity and a perceived liberty from the weight  
of traditional obligations—in particular, the town of Kedougou and the cities of Tambacounda and 
Dakar. 

The Ɓëliyan speak a common language with some dialectal  variations.  These are mostly lexical  
differences and some minor phonological distinctions. Their language is called  tanda by the Peuls, 
oyawỹ  by the Konyagis, bassaro by the Mandingues, and bassari by the Senegalese administration and 
the French. With the recent codification of the language (September 2004), the administration has 
recognized the language by what the people call it themselves—oniyan. Oniyan can be subdivided 
into three major dialects: 

- Ane: corresponds to the dialect spoken by the communities living in the higher elevations 
in the hills at the south of the Department of Kedougou.

- Këɗ: spoken in the Bassari communities in the Republic of Guinea-Conakry.
- Oxalac: the dialect spoken by the communities living to the west of the sous-préfecture of 

Salemata on the edge of the Niokolo-Koba National Park.

All three dialects are considered equal from a cultural point of view and each one engenders pride 
from its speakers. In an attempt to standardize the language and increase solidarity between all the 
dialects spoken by the Ɓëliyan, the Ane dialect forms the basis for this study. It was conducted mostly 
in  Kedougou  with  contact  from  speakers  of  all  three  dialects.  The  few  non-lexical  dialectal 
differences  are  noted  where  they  occur.  Most  of  the  minor  phonological  differences  are  not 
addressed here.

Much of this  study was helped immensely by the published research of Marie-Paule Ferry.  This  
paper is a descriptive grammar of the morphology of Oniyan. It is hoped it will serve to broaden the 
base of  linguistic  knowledge as well  as the development of  the Ɓëliyan through translation and 
literacy initiatives. 
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1. List of Abbreviations

Ab in absentia Py possibility
adj adjective Rec reciprocal
adv adverb Ref reflexive
Bf benefactive Rel relative pronoun
Cd conditional rt root
Cp copula s singular
Dem demonstrative Sp subordinated proposition possible
Def definite article Sr subordinated proposition realized
DO direct object 1,2,3 first, second, third person
Dst distanciative 3i inanimate subject (always 3rd person)
Excl exclusive I first level of alternation
Ft future II second level of alternation
If infinitive prefix III third level of alternation
Imp imperative
Incl inclusive
IO indirect object
lit. more literal translation of phrase
Loc locative
N noun
Nc noun class prefix
Ng negation
p plural
Pc perfective-completive
Pg progressive
pn pronoun
Pos possessive
prep preposition
Pst past

2. Representation of Sounds
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Phonemes(phonetic)

Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Velar Labio-velar
Implosives [ɓ] [ɗ] [ʄ]
Plosives- 
voiceless

[p] [t] [c] [k] [kw]

Plosives- 
voiced

[b] [d] [ɟ] [ɡ] [ɡw]

Nasals [m] [n] [ɲ] [ŋ] [ŋw]
Prenasalized 
plosives

[mb] [nd] [nɟ] [nɡ] [nɡw]

Fricatives-
voiceless

[f] [s] [ʃ] [x] [xw]

Vibrants [r]
Sonorants [w] [l] [j] [ɣ]
Nasalized 
sonorants 

[ww̃] [j w̃] [ɣw̃]

Front Central Back
Closed [i] [u]

Mid-close [ǝ]
Mid-open [ɛ] [ɔ]

Open [a]

Phonemes (orthographic)

Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Velar Labio-velar
Implosives ɓ ɗ ƴ
Plosives- 
voiceless

p t c k kw

Plosives
 voiced

b d j g gw

Nasals m n ñ ŋ ŋw
Prenasalized mb nd nj ng ngw
Fricatives- 
voiceless

f s ç x xw

Vibrants r
Sonorants w l y h
Nasalized 
sonorants

ww̃ yw̃ hw̃
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Front Central Back
Closed i ë u
Open e a o

3. Consonant Alternation

Oniyan roots are usually characterized by an alternation of the first consonant. Nouns, some 
adjectives, and verbs alternate their first consonant depending on noun class—for nouns and the 
modifying adjectives—and verb mood. Since the alternation of the first consonant is fundamental to 
the grammar and phonology of the language, it will be helpful to show the levels of alternation.
The initial consonant of word roots alternate vertically over three levels following the table below:

I f s ç x xw w ww̃ r l y yw̃ h w* hw̃ ww̃*
II p t c k kw b ɓ d ɗ j ƴ g gw ŋ ŋw
III p t c k kw mb m nd n nj ñ ng ngw ŋ ŋw

The voiceless occlusive phonemes /p t c k/ listed on level III are found when the conditioning 
normally leads to the nasalized phonemes. Since there are no corresponding nasal phonemes to 
these voiceless plosives, they do not change. Similarly, the velar nasal /ŋ/ does not have a variant 
on level II. Some consonants change in certain words but not in others across the noun classes. 
These are lexical distinctions rather than the result of phonological conditioning. (Phonological 
analysis of the two alternations marked w* and wỹ * show them to be hw[ɣw] and hỹw[ɣw̃w], respectively, 
in underlying form. Since these alternations are rare and the underlying forms are not realized they 
are marked as shown.) 

The phonetic similarities between each level of alternation are evident. The change from the first 
level of alternation to the second level could be roughly described as a change from fricative to 
occlusive at the same point of articulation or from fricative to glottalized consonant.  In each 
instance there is an increased restriction of air passage at the same point of articulation. From the 
second to the third level (with the exception of the voiceless occlusives which do not change) the 
change is prenasalization of the non-glottalized consonants at the same point of articulation; for the 
glottalized consonants, the change is to the corresponding nasal at the same point of articulation.

Certain grammatical categories tend to have the initial consonant of the word root on the same level 
of alternation. All verb infinitive word roots begin with Level I consonants with the exception of 
some that begin with ɓ and n.  When the verb action is nominalized or conjugated for imperative 
and negation, usually the initial consonant of the word root alternates to Level II from the 
corresponding consonant in Level I. 

a-land ‘to shoot’ I
e-ɗand ‘act of shooting’ II
ɗand-ël ‘shoot!’ II
a-xo ɗand-ëna ‘he’s not going to shoot’ II
kër-eƴ ɗand-ëna ‘don’t shoot!’ II

Exceptions are the nasalized consonants / yw̃ ww̃/ which correspond with Level III. 
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a-yyëgw ‘to write’ I
ñëgw-ël ‘write!’ III

a-wyan ‘to dance’ I
man-ël ‘dance!’ III

Nominalization of a verb often uses the corresponding Level III consonant.

a-raɗ ‘to jump’ I
daɗ-ël ‘jump!’ II
o-ndaɗ ‘jump’ (n) III
a-wis ‘to vomit’ I
në e-bis e-xo ‘he is in the act of vomitting’ II
mbis ‘vomit’ III

a-hër ‘to run’ I
a-xo gër-ëna ‘he won’t run’ II
o-ngër ‘race’ III

For nouns, word roots for all consonants in the initial position can occur. Noun modifiers can 
alternate between levels as well with their initial consonant corresponding to the the same level of 
alternation of the initial consonant of the noun modified. 

yëraŋ ‘lion’ I
o-jëraŋ ‘lions’ II
o-njëraŋ ‘(fat) lion’ (aug) III

laŋët i- rac
dog     ncl- castrated

‘castrated dog’ I

o-ɗaŋët o-dac ‘castrated dogs’ II
o-naŋët o-ndac ‘(fat) castrated dog’ (aug) III

The voiceless initial consonants /f s ç x/ have no corresponding nasal on Level III; the corresponding 
Level II consonants /p t c k/  are repeated. However, the addition of the definite article can 
distinguish between two nouns that would otherwise be the same and also distinguish to which level 
of alternation they belong. 

i-feyw̃-in ‘the sheep’ I
o-peyw̃-ok ‘the sheep’ (pl) II
o-peyw̃-oŋ ‘the (fat) sheep’ (aug, sg) III

As mentioned above, for some roots there is no alternation of consonants between singular and 
plural, infinitive and conjugated.

4. The Noun

The basic noun can be broken down into a noun class prefix and the noun radical whose first 
consonant is determined by the prefix. 
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e–pës  epës ‘arrow’

4.1 Noun Classes

A number of noun classes share prefixes that act as an indefinite article. These two components can 
be followed by either a definite article or relative pronoun. Generally, none of the relative pronouns 
are connected to the noun, all definite articles beginning with a vowel are connected to the noun 
they modify, and all definite articles beginning with ɓ are not connected to the noun.

e–pës-eŋ  epëseŋ ‘the arrow’

epës end Kali ‘Kali’s arrow’

The combination of the prefix and the definite article in most cases defines the unique noun class. 
However, some noun classes share the same prefix and definite article; only when the relative is 
employed can the distinction be made. For example, in the table of noun classes below, classes 6 and 
11 share the same prefix o- and definite article -oŋ, as do classes 9 and 16 (e- and -eŋ). Their 
respective relative pronouns are different, however (ond versus or and end versus er ).  Classes 8 and 
11 share the same indefinite prefix o- and the same relative or but differ at the level of the definite 
article (-ol versus -oŋ ). Marie-Paule Ferry1 has identified sixteen noun classes. For ease of reference, 
we employ the same class identification here. We have found an additional partial noun class, which 
is the plural form for a limited set of parental terms found in class 5a. It is designated here as class 
2a as it most closely resembles class 2. While it has the same prefix ɓo- as class 15 and a unique 
relative ɓor, it has the same definite article ɓën and degree of consonant alternation as class 2. It also 
has the same demonstrative adjective and pronoun as class 2 and the modifiers harmonize with the 
prefix of class 2. Also as does class 2, it includes human terms.

Table of noun classes

Class ° alternation prefix root example def. article relative gloss
1 I a- -soçan -an ar man
2 I ɓë- -soçan ɓën ɓër men
2a I ɓo- -lindaww̃ ɓën ɓor his wives
3 III a- -kegen -aŋ and raphia palm
4 III ɓa- -kegen ɓaŋ ɓand raphia palms
5 I (i)- facaww̃ -in ir moon
5a I a- -lindaww̃ -in ir his wife
6 III o- -niyan -oŋ ond Bassari language
7 II e- -poc -el ed lizard
8 I o- -foc -ol or lizards
9 III e- -ŋiɓ -eŋ end date (fruit)
10 III ɓe- -ñamb ɓeŋ ɓend elephants
11 I o- -wos -oŋ or bumps
12 III i- -tox -iŋ ind child
13 III ɓë- -tox ɓëŋ ɓënd children
14 II o- -ɗakel -ok od dreams

1 Marie-Paule FERRY, 1991—Thesaurus Tenda. Dictionaire ethnolinguistique de langues sénégalo-guinéennes  
(bassari-bedik-konyagi), 3 Tomes, p. 14
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15 III ɓo- -mbet ɓoŋ ɓond bowlegs
16 I e- -rembal -eŋ er liver

Additional examples for each noun class

Class ° alternation prefix root example def. article relative gloss
1 I a- nëxa

rek
sëf
yw̃an

-an ar hunter
thief
tailor
cultivator

2 I ɓë- nëxa
rek
sëf
yw̃an

ɓën ɓër hunters
thieves
tailors
cultivators

2a I ɓo- sëñix
çandawën
ɓinëx
mbañ

ɓën ɓor your sons
neighbors
your siblings
distant siblings

3 III a- cëc
kange
mëŋ
njëlan

-aŋ and bush
basket
monkey
thought

4 III ɓa- cëc
kange
mëŋ
njëlan

ɓaŋ ɓand bushes
baskets
monkeys
thoughts

5 I ɓaçët
çarëɓus
fali
kuluŋ

-in ir shoulder
python
donkey
canoe

5a I a- sëñix
çandawën
ɓinëx
mbañ

-in ir your son
neighbor
your sibling
distant sibling

6 III o- kwëcën
mban
nëyw̃
tika
nji
tëñer
ngel

-oŋ ond vapor
hair(s)
energy
peanuts
straw
odor
course

7 II e- cam
kamote
tëyw̃
mëka
caww̃ëpëre
gëla
care
kërëkel

-el ed fear
hat
mouth
request
dispute
throat
chicken
crab

8 I o- çare -ol or chickens
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çëxwëra
xërëkel
wëɗe

illness
crabs
winged termites

9 III e- mbëɗe
njëww̃
nji
ngaç
ŋonin

-eŋ end winged termite
soul
(bundle of) straw
bull
wasp

10 III ɓe- njëww̃
nji
ngaç
ŋonin

ɓeŋ ɓend souls
bundles of straw
bulls
wasps

11 I o- xamote
sëyw̃
çaww̃ëpëre
hëla

-oŋ or hats
mouths
disputes
throats

12 III i- mëj
ngaww̃
pilingitoro
cas

-iŋ ind toenail
bed
gecko
knife

13 III ɓë- mëj
ngaww̃
pilingitoro
cas

ɓëŋ ɓënd toenails
beds
geckos
knives

14 II o- ɓaçët
carëɓus
pali
kuluŋ
mëka
cëxwëra

-ok od shoulders
pythons
donkeys
canoes
requests
illnesses

15 III ɓo- ngel
tëñer
toxar
mbandara

ɓoŋ ɓond courses
odors
large women
maniocs

16 I (e)- yw̃esën
rëngëç
yw̃as
sëngëng

-eŋ er sauce
marrow
meat
basil

I f s ç x w ww̃ r l y yw̃ h hw̃
II p t c k b ɓ d ɗ j ƴ g ŋ
III p t c k mb m nd n nj ñ ng ŋ

Noun class 5 usually does not have a prefix with a few exceptions. This class contains most loan 
word nouns.

fanac ‘horse’ fanac-in fanacin ‘the horse’
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i-xeƴ ixeƴ ‘cow’ i-xeƴ-in  ixeƴin ‘the cow’

We note that the prefix, definite article, and relative for each class demonstrate noun class 
agreement;  these three all have the same vowel (with the exception of the noun classes 5a and 2a 
that contain a limited set of parental terms). Each relative pronoun terminating in nd has a 
corresponding definite article terminating in ŋ and requires a level III consonantal alternation; the 
initial consonant following the prefix will be represented on the third level of the alternation and, 
with the exception of the plosives p, t, c, and k, will have a nasal component. For example: a-mak-aŋ 
 amakaŋ  ‘the baobab’,  has the prefix and definite article from class 3 which calls for a level III 
alternation. By contrast, o-wỹ ak-ol owỹ akol, ‘the baobab fruits’, uses the prefix o- and alternation level 
I and corresponds to class 8.
Every relative pronoun which terminates in r accompanies a prefix requiring the first level of 
alternation as if it acted to weaken the initial consonant. When the relative pronoun terminates in d 
it corresponds with a prefix that alternates at level II.

e-poc-el ‘the lizard’ (relative ed) (7-II)  
o-foc-ol ‘the lizards (relative or) (8-I)

The primary exception is class 5 which contains most loan words.

It is difficult to assign specific semantic domains to the noun classes. Some generalizations that can 
be made: Classes 1-2 are only human terms. Class 5 contains most loan words. Classes 6 and 16 
contain the singular and plural augmentative forms for those roots that have them. Classes 12 and 
13 contain the singular and plural diminutive forms for those roots that have them. (Diminutive and 
augmentive forms are discussed in section 4.1.2) Class 7 contains nominalized verbs. Classes 2a and 
5a contain a limited group of parental terms, plural and singular, respectively.

4.1.1 Formation of the plural

As just noted in generalizing the semantic domains of the noun classes, they are paired to mark the 
singular and plural. Classes 1, 3, 5, 5a, 6, 7, 9, 12, and 16 are always singular, while classes 2, 2a, 4, 
10, 11, 13, and 15 are always plural. Only classes 8 and 14 have a degree of ambiguity of whether 
they are singular or plural. The pairings 1-2, 3-4, 5-14, 5a-2a, 9-10, 12-13 for singular-plural 
generally hold true.   

Class
asoxar(an) ‘(the) woman’ 1
ɓësoxar (ɓën) ‘(the) women’ 2

The addition of the elements in parenthesis changes them to the definite forms. 

anguç(aŋ) ‘(the) spoon’ 3
ɓanguç (ɓaŋ) ‘(the) spoons’ 4

fanac ‘horse’ 5
opanac ‘horses’ 14

asëñiww̃ën ‘my son’ 5a
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ɓosëñiww̃ën ‘my sons’ 2a

eñamb(eŋ) ‘(the) elephant’ 9
ɓeñamb (ɓeŋ) ‘(the) elephants’ 10

icasiŋ ‘the knife’ 12
ɓëcas ɓëŋ ‘the knives’ 13

Other pairings are not always regular. Class 6 is often used with mass nouns or the names of 
languages (e.g. ongaloŋ, ‘the salt’, ocen, ‘Konyagi language’) which have no plural forms. Others that 
have a plural correspond to class 15. 

ondenoŋ ‘the mind’ 6
ɓonden ɓoŋ ‘the minds’ 15

The singular for class 7 makes its plural in class 8 for birds but often in class 11 or 14 for other 
semantic domains.

ecëngwisel ‘the guinea hen’ 7
oçëngwisol ‘the guinea hens’ 8

eɓunel ‘the pile’ 7
oɓunoŋ ‘the piles’ 11

eɓëtelel ‘the replacement’ 7
oɓëtelok ‘the replacements’ 14

Class 8 can act as a singular with class 14 as its plural or as the plural for classes 5, 7, and 9.

oniww̃ol ‘the voice’ 8
oɗiww̃ok ‘the voices’ 14

oxënol ‘the braid’ 8
okënok ‘the braids’ 14

ixeƴin ‘the cow’ 5
oxeƴol ‘the cows’ 8

etaponel ‘the frog’ 7
osaponol ‘the frogs’ 8

eceçineŋ ‘the termite’ 9
oçeçinol ‘the termites’ 8
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4.1.2 Diminutive and augmentative forms

In addition to the plural form, there are diminutive and augmentative forms for many of the nouns. 
The alternation corresponds to level III to determine the first consonant in the word root. Noun 
classes 12 and 13 correspond to the singular and plural diminutive forms, respectively. Noun classes 
6 and 15 correspond to the singular and plural augmentative forms, respectively. No matter which 
noun class the standard form comes from, if the diminutive or augmentative exist, they correspond 
to these noun classes. In the example table below, the identifying prefix and definite article for these 
noun classes are separated by hyphens from the noun root in order to easily identify them as 
belonging to the same noun classes. All these noun roots begin with a consonant from level III.

Class example gloss diminutive
 (Class 12)

dim. pl 
(Class 13)

augmentative 
(Class 6)

aug. pl
(Class 16)

1 asoçan man i-toçan-iŋ ɓë-toçan-ɓëŋ o-toçan-oŋ ɓo-toçan-ɓoŋ
3 amëŋ monkey i-mëŋ-iŋ ɓë-mëŋ-ɓëŋ o-mëŋ-oŋ ɓo-mëŋ-ɓoŋ
5 ɓaçët shoulder i-maçët-iŋ ɓë-maçët-ɓëŋ o-maçët-oŋ ɓo-maçët-ɓoŋ
7 egëla throat i-ngëla-iŋ ɓë-ngëla-ɓëŋ o-ngëla-oŋ ɓo-ngëla-ɓoŋ
8 owëɗe termites i-mbëɗe-iŋ ɓë-mbëɗe-ɓëŋ o-mbëɗe-oŋ ɓo-mbëɗe-ɓoŋ
9 engaç bull i-ngaç-iŋ ɓë-ngaç-ɓëŋ o-ngaç-oŋ ɓo-ngaç-ɓoŋ
11 oxamote hats i-ngamote-iŋ ɓë-ngamote-ɓëŋ o-ngamote-oŋ ɓo-ngamote-ɓoŋ
14 ocarëbus pythons i-carëɓus-iŋ ɓë-carëɓus-ɓëŋ o-carëɓus-oŋ ɓo- carëɓus-ɓoŋ
16 yw̃as meat i-ñas-iŋ ɓë-ñas-ɓëŋ o-ñas-oŋ ɓo-ñas-ɓoŋ

4.1.3 Alternation of initial consonant and noun class

The initial consonant of the noun root can alternate to all three different levels corresponding to 
different noun classes.

Class °Alternation
yëraŋ ‘lion’ 5 I
o-jëraŋ ‘lions’ 14 II
o-njëraŋ ‘(large) lion’ (aug) 6 III

The same noun root can change noun class between singular and plural forms, augmentative and 
diminutive forms, and degree of alternation.  (The definite articles are included and hyphens 
between normally-connected morphemes to more clearly see the alternation and define the noun 
class.)

e-beɓ-el ‘axe handle’ 7 II
o-weɓ-oŋ ‘axe handles’ 11 I
i-mbeɓ-iŋ ‘small axe handle’ (dim) 12 III
ɓë-mbeɓ ɓëŋ ‘small axe handles’ (dim) 13 III
o-mbeɓ-oŋ ‘large axe handle’ (aug) 6 III
ɓo-mbeɓ ɓoŋ ‘large axe handles’ (aug) 15 III

The same noun root can also change meaning with a different noun class prefix. The verb alaŋët, ‘to 
accompany’, appears to relate semantically to laŋët ‘dog’.

laŋët-in ‘the dog’ 5 I
oɗaŋët-ok ‘the dogs’ 14 II
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inaŋët-iŋ ‘the small dog’ 12 III
onaŋët-oŋ ‘the large dog’ 6 III
ɓënaŋët ɓëŋ ‘the small dogs’ 13 III
ɓonaŋët ɓoŋ ‘the large dogs’ 15 III
alaŋët-an ‘the companion’ 1 I
ɓëlaŋët ɓën ‘the companions’ 2 I

4.1.4 Irregular nouns
A few nouns are slightly irregular yet still can fit conveniently in the listed noun classes. The first set 
belongs to noun class 5 but these nouns begin with the prefix vowel e:

e-jiw-in ‘his grandparent’
e-jix-in ‘your grandparent’
e-wax-in ‘gall bladder’ or ‘bitter thing’ 
e-ndëxa-in ordinal name of 4th son
e-wëkax-in ‘soft thing’

These all have the same definite article  –in and relative ir as other nouns in the class. 

In spite of the different prefix, the modifiers of these nouns are marked in regular agreement with 
the noun class by beginning with the prefix i- rather than e-. The corresponding plural forms to these 
(with the exception of the fourth ordinal son) all belong to noun class 2. The grandparent terms 
retain the same prefix for the plural but take the relative pronoun and definite article of class 2. 
Modifiers observe the same agreement as other class 2 nouns and begin with ɓë-. 

e-jiw ɓën ’his grandparents’ 
e-jix ɓën ’your grandparents’

Two other words have a doubled prefix, the plural of class 10, followed by the plural prefix of class 
2. They take the definite article of class 2. They take the relative of class 2  and modifiers concord 
with the class 2 affixes. However, the relative and modifiers all take the extra class 10 prefix.

ɓe-ɓë-wax ɓën ’the gall bladders’  or ‘the bitter things’
ɓe-ɓë-wëkax ɓën ’the soft things’

ɓe-ɓë-wëkax ɓe-ɓë-tas ɓën ‘the three soft things’

Another small group of nouns begin with xo- and take the relative pronoun and definite article of 
class 8. Modifiers also observe noun class agreement with the rest of the nouns in the class and 
begin with o.

xocël-ol ‘the dung’ xocël olayw̃uk ol ‘the soft dung’
xoɓoy-ol ‘the bath’ xoɓoy orexëm ‘his bath’
xoɗux-ol ‘the fire’ xoɗux oƴëkax ol ‘the hot fire’
xoƴan-ol ‘the urine’ xoƴan oreɓën ‘their urine’

4.2 Noun Phrases
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The noun phrase is always headed by a noun whose prefix is determined by its noun class. An 
indefinte noun would be the most basic noun phrase. Following the noun can be any of the 
modifiers discussed below: definite article, relative pronoun, numeral, variable adjective(s),  
possessive, and demonstrative. 

4.2.1 Definite article
An indefinite noun is marked by the absence of a definite article.

asoçan ‘(a) man’
ɓësoçan ‘(some) men’
epoc ‘lizard’
ofoc ‘lizards’
icas ‘knife’
ɓëcas ‘knives’

The definite article marker from the appropriate noun class marks the definite noun.

asoçanan ‘the man’
ɓësoçan ɓën ‘the men’
epocel ‘the lizard’
ofocol ‘the lizards’
icasiŋ ‘the knife’
ɓëcas ɓëŋ ‘the knives’

All definite articles can be separated from the noun by other words.
 

asoçan asëm an ‘the big man’
ɓësoçan ɓësëm ɓën ‘the big men’

The definite article normally begins with the same vowel (a, e, i, o) or same ɓV- sequence as the 
noun class prefix (excepting classes 2a and 5a). As seen in the table, with the noted exceptions, 
definite articles are unique to their respective noun classes.

Formula:
V-root-VC = VrootVC
ɓV-root ɓVC= ɓVroot ɓVC

aɓanj ‘sorcerer’ aɓanjan ‘the sorcerer’ 1
ɓëɓanj ‘sorcerers’ ɓëɓanj ɓën ‘the sorcerers’ 2

ɓosëñiww̃ën ‘sons of him/her’ ɓosëñiww̃ën ɓën ‘the sons of him/her’ 2a
asëñiww̃ën ‘son of him/her’ asëñiww̃ënin ‘the son of him/her’ 5a

atumb ‘bow’ atumbaŋ ‘the bow’ 3
ɓatumb ‘bows’ ɓatumb ɓaŋ ‘the bows’ 4

iwed ‘antelope’ iwedin ‘the antelope’ 5
owed ‘antelopes’ owedok ‘the antelopes’ 14

ondës ‘herbs’ ondësoŋ ‘the herbs’ 6
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endës ‘herb’ endëseŋ ‘the herb’ 9

eceçin ‘red termite’ eceçinel ‘the red termite’ 7
oçeçin ‘red termites’ oçeçinol ‘the red termites’ 8

etënd ‘mountain’ etëndel ‘the mountain’ 7
osënd ‘mountains’ osëndoŋ ‘the mountains’ 11

ɓemeci ‘goats’ ɓemeci ɓeŋ ‘the goats’ 10

itox ‘child’ itoxiŋ ‘the child’ 12
ɓëtox ‘children ɓëtox ɓëŋ ‘the children 13

ɓokan ‘actions of rising’ ɓokan ɓoŋ ‘the actions of rising’ 15

eçaraxik ‘miracle’ eçaraxikeŋ ‘the miracle’ 16

4.2.2 Relative pronoun
The relative pronoun for the class of the noun it modifies follows the noun or other noun modifiers  
(number,  adjective,  etc).  In the case of  a genitive it  links  the possessed with the possessor in a  
possessed-Rel-possessor word order. The relative agrees with the noun class of the possessed that  
precedes  it.  The relative pronoun always introduces  either a relative or  genitive constuction.  Its 
varied roles as a pronoun in a relative phrase are discussed in section 5.7.

1 asoçan ar Sira ‘Sira’s man’ (man of Sira)
2 ɓesoçan ɓër emun ‘chief’s men’
2a ɓolindaww̃  ɓor Kali ‘Kali’s wives’
3 akegen and Kali ‘Kali’s raphia palm’
4 ɓakegen ɓand Kali ‘Kali’s raphia palms’
5 ixeƴ ir Tama ‘Tama’s cow’
5a alindaww̃  ir Kali ‘Kali’s wife’
6 oniyan ond Cara ‘Chara’s Bassari (language)’
7 epoc ed itox ‘child’s lizard’
8 ofoc or itox ‘child’s lizards’
9 eŋiɓ end Cara ‘Chara’s date’
10 ɓeŋiɓ ɓend Cara ‘Cara’s dates’
11 owos or Kali ‘Kali’s bumps’
12 itox ind Sira ‘Sira’s child’
13 ɓëtox ɓënd Sira ‘Sira’s children’
14 oɗakel od itox ‘child’s dreams’
15 ɓombet ɓond Tama ‘Tama’s bowlegs’
16 erembal er Tama ‘Tama’s liver’

The relative pronoun is separate from the noun and modifiers as it can be used without a noun 
phrase to modify.
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ɓësoçan ɓësas ɓër kë nac andu ɓën ‘the three men who will dig a well’
ɓësas ɓër kë nac andu ɓën ‘the three who will dig a well’
ɓër kë nac andu ɓën ‘the ones who will dig a well’

asoçan ar kë nac an ‘the man who will dig’
ar kë nac an ‘the one who will dig’

A noun, a relative clause, an invariable adjective, or a possessive pronoun must immediately follow 
the relative pronoun. 

meɗ ind Sira ‘Sira’s pagne’
meɗ ind xaw ‘transparent pagne’
meɗ indexëm ‘her pagne’

anëyan and Tama ‘Tama’s life’
anëyan and pakëc ‘eternal life’
anëyan andexëm ‘his life’

ɓeñamb ɓend kë ƴowënd ɓeŋ
Nc-elephant Rel    3i    come-Pg Def

‘the elephants that are coming’

oɗakel odam ‘my dreams’

 The definite article of the corresponding noun class goes to the end of the relative phrase that is  
headed by the relative pronoun from the same noun class. 

maka ‘corn’
maka ir ko yw̃an
corn    rel 3s cultivate

‘corn that he will cultivate’

makayin ‘the corn’

maka ir ko yw̃an in ‘the corn that he will cultivate’
Corn rel 3s cultivate det

maka irexëm ‘corn of his’ (his corn)
maka irexëmin ‘the corn of his’

ɓaciww̃  ɓaŋ ‘huts’
ɓaciww̃  ɓand këni ɓaƴënd ‘huts that they are constructing’
Nc-hut    Rel      3p construct-Pg

ɓaciww̃  ɓaŋ ‘the huts’
ɓaciww̃  ɓand këni ɓaƴënd ɓaŋ ‘the huts that they are constructing’
Nc-hut  Rel      3p construct-Pg Det

4.2.3 Adjectives
Adjectives follow the noun they modify.  Concepts typically expressed by adjectives with the verb ‘to 
be’ in other languages are often communicated by verbs in Oniyan. These verbs are conjugated in 
the same manner as other verbs.
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açarëgën ‘to be dangerous’
andënaŋ çarëgën ko ‘the snake is dangerous’
Nc-snake- Def 3s

aɓëg ‘to be rich’
asoçanan ɓëg ko ‘the man is rich’
Nc-man- Def 3s

Adjectives can often be derived by taking the verb root of these types of verbs (numbering more 
than one hundred) and adding an adjectival suffix (e.g –ax, and  -k). The prefix agrees with the noun 
class marker of the modified noun. The initial consonant can alternate depending on the noun class 
and level of alternation of the modified noun, forming a nominal phrase. To demonstrate, the 
alternation table is repeated below.

I f s ç x w ww̃ r l y yw̃ h hw̃
II p t c k b ɓ d ɗ j ƴ g ŋ
III p t c k mb m nd n nj ñ ng ŋ

emacar ecarëgënëk oww̃acar oçarëgënëk yiraŋ içarëgënëk ojiraŋ ocarëgënëk
‘dangerous animal’ ‘dangerous animals’ ‘dangerous lion’ ‘dangerous lions’

asoçan aɓëgax ɓësoçan ɓëɓëgax imaç imëgax oɓaç oɓëgax
‘rich man’ ‘rich men’ ‘rich child’ ‘rich children’

In the examples above, the adjectives for ‘dangerous’ and ‘rich’ have two variants each— -carëgënëk, 
-çarëgënëk, and –ɓëgax, -mëgax—all of which carry the prefix of the noun class of the nouns they 
modify, respectively.

Rather than a direct concordance of first consonants, there is a correspondence between the initial 
noun consonant and a variant of the adjective whose initial consonant is on the same level of 
alternance.

The adjective for ‘red’ has a variant with an initial consonant on each level. Here are a noun from 
each of the three levels and the corresponding adjective. 

oçope owarax ‘red shorts’ (pl) I
ecope ebarax ‘red shorts’ (sg) II
añaƴa ambarax ‘red cockroach’ III

Below in the first group we have an adjective with a variant on all three levels corresponding to a 
noun on each level. If the noun changes to a variant on another level, as in the second group, the 
adjective changes correspondingly. 

ifeyw̃ irac ‘castrated sheep’ (sg) I
ecare edac ‘castrated rooster’ II
emeci endac ‘castrated goat III
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opeyw̃ odac ‘castrated sheep’ (pl) II
oçare orac ‘castrated roosters’ I

Just as not all nouns have variants at all three levels, not all adjectives have variants at all three 
levels.

ifeyw̃ iɓanax ‘black sheep’ I-II
opeyw̃ oɓanax ok ‘the black sheep’ (pl) II-II
opeyw̃ omanax oŋ ‘the fat black sheep’ (sg) III-III

The adjective for ‘black’ only has initial consonant alternance on levels II and III (-ɓanax, -manax). 
Thus, a noun from level I will take the closest level adjective variant—in this case, level II. Because 
voiceless plosives have no corresponding nasal on level III, the addition of the definite article  
indicates to which levels the p belongs. 

Invariable adjectives— those that do not alternate the first consonant or concord the prefix with the 
noun class marker of the modified noun — follow the relative pronoun in a genitive construction. 
These often consist of a repeated root that is connected by a hyphen. They do not follow the noun 
directly as variable adjectives but are often employed with the copula following a noun.

eter ed wacaca ‘a perfect friend’ (a friend of perfect)
aciww̃  and wacaca ‘a perfect hut’
aciww̃aŋ wacaca’x ‘the hut is perfect’
(aciww̃aŋ wacaca ex)

icas ind bir-bir ‘a dirty knife’
acëroti and bir-bir ‘a dirty flute’
icasiŋ bir-bir ex ‘the knife is dirty’

Other invariable adjectives: 

ferere ‘neither wet nor dry’ wiriɗiɗ ‘purple’
leyw̃ësës ‘thin’ xaçaxa ‘askew’
mëreƴ ‘narrow’ xarënën ‘round’
paxafuc ‘stupid’ xaw ‘transparent’
tondoroc ‘fat’ yënëngëng ‘humid’
welekekek ‘clear’ ɗal ‘true’

Taking the verb root with the third level of consonant alternation and the prefix mo- forms another 
type of invariable adjective. The meaning of the prefex is roughly ‘able to receive’ the action of the 
verb root. 

axam ‘to be able’ mokam ‘possible’

afën ‘to read’ mopën ‘legible’

awat ‘to see’ mongwat ‘visible’

awël ‘to hear’ mongwël ‘audible’

aƴamb ‘to eat’ moñamb ‘edible’

ahw̃an ‘to love’ moŋan ‘loveable’
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4.2.4 Possessive adjectives
The personal possessive adjective—my, your, his, their, etc.—follow the relative pronoun that 
accords with the class of the modified noun.  These are similar to the genitive construction 
previously mentioned. Other modifying words can be inserted between the noun and relative 
pronoun. 

ɓëcas ɓëtas ɓendexëm ɓëŋ ‘the three knives of his’
Nc-knife three Rel-3s           Def

The possessive adjectives follow the respective noun class relative and end with the definite article 
suffix for the class when completing a phrase. The relative in the case of possession acts as a 
preposition linking the noun possessed to the possessor. All personal pronoun possessives begin with 
a vowel and follow immediately after the relative which all end in consonants making a semantic 
and phonologic link as one word. Nothing can be inserted between the relative and the possessive 
pronoun. A more literal translation would be a genitive ‘of mine, yours, theirs, etc.’ 

-am 1s oɓaç oram ‘children of mine’
-eƴ 2s oɓaç oreƴ ‘children of yours’
-exëm 3s oɓaç orexëm ‘his children’
-eɓi 1p oɓaç oreɓi ‘our children’
-ewën 2p oɓaç orewën ‘your children’
-eɓën 3p oɓaç oreɓën ‘children of theirs’

In a sentence, the definite article for the respective noun class is usually present and follows the 
possessive pronoun.

aciww̃ aciww̃ -aŋ aciww̃aŋ aciww̃  andeƴ aciww̃  andeƴ-aŋ  aciww̃  andeƴaŋ
‘hut’ ‘the hut’ ‘your hut’ ‘the hut of yours’

aciww̃  andeƴaŋ ɓon yek
‘your hut is very nice’

oɓaç oreɓi+ol hw̃atu këni  oɓaç oreɓ’ol hw̃atu këni
‘our children have arrived’

Other noun classes use their respective relative pronoun as the possessive preposition. The noun 
class determines if the item is plural or singular.

asoxar arexëm ‘his wife’ asoxar arexëman ‘the wife of his’
oɗakel odeɓi ‘our dreams’ oɗakel odeɓ’ok ‘the dreams of ours’
ecare edeɓën ‘their chicken’ ecare edeɓënel ‘the chicken of theirs’
oçare oreɓën ‘their chickens’ oçare oreɓënol ‘the chickens of theirs’
ɓombet ɓondam ‘my bowlegs’ ɓombet ɓondam ɓoŋ ‘the bowlegs of mine’
lawo ireƴ ‘your friend’ lawo ireƴin ‘the friend of yours’
ɓakange ɓandewën ‘your baskets’ 

(2p)
ɓakange ɓandewën ɓaŋ ‘the baskets of yours’ 

(2p)
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4.2.5 Numerals

As in other West African languages, the number system of Oniyan is based on 5 rather than the 
western world’s 10. Just as the adjectives, modifying numbers follow the noun they modify.

4.2.5.1 Cardinal numerals

The standard cardinal numbers are listed here below. When counting in general, not referring to a 
particular thing being counted, these are used.

1  imat 21  alapem g’imat 
2  ɓëki 21  ofëxw oxi g’imat
3  ɓëtas 30  ofëxw osas
4  ɓënax 34  ofëxw osas gë ɓënax
5  ɓënjo 40  ofëxw onax
6  ɓënjongimat 50  ofëxw oco
7  ɓënjongëɓëki 60  ofëxw ocongeɓat
8  ɓënjongëɓëtas 70  ofëxw ocongoxi
9  ɓënjongëɓënax 80  ofëxw ocongosas
10  epëxw 90  ofëxw ocongonax
11  epëxw g’imat 100  keme
12  epëxw gë ɓëki 200  okeme oki [ɔkɛmɔki]
13  epëxw gë ɓëtas 300  okeme otas [ɔkɛmɔtas]
14  epëxw gë ɓënax 400  okeme onax [ɔkɛmɔnax]
15  epëxw gë ɓënjo 500  okeme oco [ɔkɛmɔcɔ]
16  epëxw gë ɓënjongimat 600  okeme ocongiɓat [ɔkɛmɔcɔnɡiɓat]
17  epëxw gë ɓënjongëɓëki 700  okeme ocongoki [ɔkɛmɔcɔnɡɔki]
18  epëxw gë ɓënjongëɓëtas 800  okeme ocongotas [ɔkɛmɔcɔnɡɔtas]
19  epëxw gë ɓënjongëɓënax 900  okeme ocongonax [ɔkɛmɔcɔnɡɔnax]
20  alapem, ofëxw oxi 1000  wëli

(The final vowel of okeme ‘hundreds’ is often elided in pronunciation when followed by the 
modifying numeral. In the orthography, however, the two are written separately.)
When counting something in particular, the noun class of the item counted must be considered. The 
first five numbers consist of a root, four of which alternate, that takes the prefix of the noun it 
modifies. The choice of which alternating consonant is determined by the corresponding level of 
alternation of the noun. 

1 -mat, -ɓat
2 –ki, -xi
3 –tas, -sas
4 –nax
5 –njo, -co

ifeyw̃ iɓat  ‘one sheep’ asoçan aɓat ‘one man’
ecare eɓat ‘one chicken’ oxace oɓat ‘one bamboo’
apat amat ‘one leaf’ eñamb emat ‘one elephant’
icas imat ‘one knife’
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opeyw̃ oki ‘two sheep’ ɓësoçan ɓëxi  ‘two men’
oçare oxi ‘two chickens’ ɓotoxar ɓoki ‘two large women’
ɓapat ɓaki ‘two leaves’

ɓatëx ɓatas ‘three trees’ oxamote osas 
[ɔxamɔtɔsas]

‘three hats’

ɓatëx ɓanax ‘four trees’ oxamote onax ‘four hats’
ɓëñamb ɓënjo ‘five elephants’ opoxël oco ‘five turtles’

The numbers 6-9 are formed as a sum of five plus the respective complement, 1-4. To indicate that 
the number is a phonologic and semantic (as well as grammatical) unit the consonant n is inserted. 
All numbers nine and less agree with the noun they modify. All numerals 6-9 use the appropriate 
consonant alternation and vowel corresponding to the class of the noun modified.

6 –njong-V-mat, -cong-V-ɓat  (5+1)
7 –njong, -cong(ë) –ki, -xi (5+2)
8 –njong, -cong(ë) –tas, -sas (5+3)
9 –njong, -cong(ë) –nax (5+4)

ɓëñamb ɓënjongemat ‘six elephants’
opoxël ocongiɓat ‘six turtles’

ɓëcas ɓënjongëɓëki ‘seven knives’
opanac ocongoki ‘seven horses’
ofërëmoli ocongosas ‘eight owls’

Larger numbers are formed based on a system of multiplication. All multiples of ten, hundred, and 
thousand do not have agreement with the noun they modify. Connections between thousands, 
hundreds, tens and units are made with the preposition gë ‘with’.

666 okeme ocongiɓat g’ofëxw ocongeɓat gë ɓënjongimat
(literally: hundreds six with tens six with six)

The penultimate vowel in the six that modifies the tens differs from the penultimate vowel in the six 
that modifies the hundreds because the word for ten, epëxw, starts with an e and is from the noun 
class 7, while the word for hundred, keme, has no prefix vowel and is from the noun class 5 which 
has an understood i for the prefix vowel. Vowel agreement for the modifiers thus accounts for this 
difference.

502  okeme oco gë ɓëki ‘hundreds five with two’
700  okeme ocongoki ‘hundreds seven’ (5+2)

502 sheep opeyw̃ okeme oco g’oki
700 sheep opeyw̃ okeme ocongoki

53  ofëxw oco gë ɓëtas ‘tens five with three’
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80  ofëxw ocongosas ‘tens eight’ (5+3)

53 hens oçare ofëxw oco g’osas
80 hens oçare ofëxw ocongosas
 

The difference between the two pairs of counting numbers 502-700 and 53-80 above are clear. 
When they modify a specific noun of a particular noun class, however, they are only distinguished 
by the addition of the n before the g. By writing the numerals 6 through 9 together they are 
considered a semantic unit which changes according to the class of the noun modified (as do the 
numerals 1 to 5) rather than a combination of two semantic units—five with one, five with two, etc.

4.2.5.2 Ordinal numerals

The formation of the ordinal numbers is similar to the cardinal numbers with the suffix of -ën on 
numbers 3,4, 6, 8, 9 and 10. The suffix –nëm is added to 2 and 7 and -xën to the cardinal for 5. The 
ordinal for first is unlike the cardinal for one. It comes from the verb root ayỹana ‘to commence’. 
Similarly, the word for ‘last’ comes from the verb root afelata ‘to be last’. Just like the cardinals, there 
is agreement between the ordinal number prefix and the noun it modifies. While  the ordinal usually 
modifies a singular noun, it can also modify plural nouns and carries the same prefix as the noun 
class it modifies.

1st -yw̃anar, -ñanar 6th -njong-V-matën, -cong-V-ɓatën
2nd -xinëm, -kinëm 7th -njong(ë), -cong(ë) -kinëm, -xinëm
3rd -sasën, -tasën 8th -njong(ë) -tasën, -cong(ë) -sasën
4th -naxën 9th -njong(ë)-, -cong(ë) –naxën
5th -coxën, -njoxën 10th -pëxwën, -fëxwën

20th alapemën
30th -fëxw -sasën, -pëxw –tasën
60th -fëxw -cong-V-ɓatën, -pëxw –cong-V-matën
last -felatar, -pelatar

imaç iñanar ‘first child’
asoçan ayw̃anar ‘first man’
oɓaç oyw̃anar ‘first children’
ɓësoçan ɓëyw̃anar ‘first men’

fanac icoxën ‘fifth horse’
eñamb enjoxën ‘fifth elephant’

ecare econgenaxën ‘ninth chicken’
emeci enjongenaxën ‘ninth goat’

imaç injongikinëm ‘seventh child’
oɓaç ocongoxinëm ‘seventh children’
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4.2.6 Demonstratives

The demonstrative is unique for each noun class (except 6-11 and 9-16) and  comes after the noun it 
modifies (although other modifiers can come between the noun and demonstrative). It’s formulation 
(except for classes 1, 2 and 5) is by adding o to the definite article. For classes 1, 2 and 5 the 
demonstrative can be derived from the definite article by replacing the terminal n of the definite 
article with jo. 

class example 
noun

Def 
(optional)

dem gloss

1 asoçan -an ajo this (or that) man
2 ɓësoçan ɓën ɓëjo these men
3 acëroti -aŋ aŋo this flute
4 ɓacëroti ɓaŋ ɓaŋo these (or those) flutes
5 fanac -in ijo this horse
6 ocen -oŋ oŋo this Konyagi (language)
7 ekamoti -el elo this hat
8 oɓeci -ol olo these goats
9 emeci -eŋ eŋo this goat
10 ɓemeci ɓeŋ ɓeŋo these goats
11 owëd -oŋ oŋo these mangoes
12 iciww̃ -iŋ iŋo this house
13 ɓëtox ɓëŋ ɓëŋo these children
14 okace -ok oko these bamboo
15 ɓotoxar ɓoŋ ɓoŋo these rotund woman
16 erembal -eŋ eŋo this liver

The demonstratives are unique for each noun class and are separate from the noun as there can be 
intervening words. 

atëx atëm aŋo ‘this big tree’
emun ekarëk eŋo ‘this old chief’

The demonstrative adjective can follow directly after the noun it modifies or the definite article can 
be inserted between. The insertion of the definite article serves to give more emphasis or precision.

atëx aŋo ‘this tree’ atëxaŋ aŋo ‘this tree’
ɓëtox ɓëŋo ‘these children’ ɓëtox ɓëŋ ɓëŋo ‘these children’
emun eŋo ‘that chief’ emuneŋ eŋo ‘that chief’
icas iŋo ‘this knife’ icasiŋ iŋo ‘this knife’

The demonstative adjective can also come between the noun and its definite article. 

ɓëtox ɓëŋo ɓëŋ ‘these children, them’
ɓela  ɓëjo ɓën ‘these persons, them’

fanac ijo in this horse, her’
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oçare olo   ‘these chickens’
ekamote elo ‘this hat’
oweya oŋo ‘those stars’

There are four forms of localization that can be added following the demonstrative adjective to 
specify the location with more precision— ro, na, fën,  and fëco. These can be used with all forms of 
demonstratives. (In the këɗ dialect xën and xëco are employed in lieu of the latter two.)

noun class
asoçan ajo ro ‘this man here’ 1
epoc elo na ‘that lizard there’ 7
akotëman aŋo fën ‘that machete over there’ 3
ɓakwët ɓaŋo fëco ‘those forests there (far-off)’ 4

4.2.7 Apposition

Oniyan can employ appositions where there is a sequence of units that are constituents at the same 
grammatical level, and which have an identity or similarity of reference.

Pena n’epan exo oçënga or Pata ol, icën indexëmiŋ, imayw̃e indeɓiyiŋ.
Pena n’epan exo oçënga or Pata ol icën indexëmiŋ imayw̃e indeɓiyiŋ.
Pena on-sell Cp-3s field Rel Pata Def husband Rel-Pos_3s-Def brother Rel-Pos_1p-Def

‘Pena is selling the field of Pata her husband our brother.’

In the above clause there are three nominal units in sequence that all have the same reference: Pata, 
her husband, our brother. All three can stand alone and hold the same function in the clause.

Pena n’epan exo oçënga or Pata ol.
‘Pena is selling Pata’s field’ (the field of Pata)

Pena n’epan exo oçënga or icën indexëm ol.
‘Pena is selling her husband’s field’ (the field of her husband)

Pena n’epan exo oçënga or imayw̃e indeɓi ol.
‘Pena is selling the field of our brother.’

Independent pronouns and noun phrases with the same reference can appear in sequence and 
function as the same constituent in the clause. 

Wëno, emun end angol eŋ, ingaww̃  indewëniŋ këmun felënd ɗal in.
1s chief Rel village Def comrade Rel-Pos_2p-Def 1s-2p  tell-Pg truth Def

I, the village chief, your comrade, am telling you the truth.

4.2.8 Multiple Modifiers
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Following the noun can be any of the modifiers listed above: numeral, variable adjective(s), relative 
pronoun, possessive, definite article, and demonstrative. Following the relative pronoun can be a 
nonvariable adjective or other relative phrase, but this will still be followed by the definite article 
and demonstrative, respectively if they are included in the phrase.

Nc -Root -Num -Adj... -Adj Rel Pos Def Dem

Multiple modifiers—especially mulitple adjectives—do not occur frequently, and it is rare to find all 
the listed elements in one noun phrase. They can, however, be constructed if necessary. All 
modifiers will have the same prefix as the noun they modify, determined by noun class. 

oɓeci Nc-root

‘goats’
oɓeci osas Nc-root Nc-Num

‘three goats’
oɓeci osas ol Root Num Def

‘the three goats’
oɓeci osas oɓanax Root Num Adj

‘three black goats’
oɓeci osas oɓanax oramol Root Num Adj Rel Pos Def

‘the three black goats of mine’
oɓeci osas oɓanax oramol olo Root Num Adj Rel Pos Def Dem

‘these three black goats of mine’

ɓëcas Nc-root

‘knives’
ɓëcas ɓëŋ Nc-root Nc-Num

‘three knives’
ɓëcas ɓëtas ɓëŋ Root Num Def

‘the three knives’
ɓëcas ɓëtas ɓëndexëm ɓëŋ Root Num Rel Pos Def

‘three black knives’
ɓëcas ɓëtas ɓëmanax ɓëndexëm ɓëŋ Root Num Adj Rel Pos Def

‘the three black knives of his’
ɓëcas ɓëtas ɓëmanax ɓëndexëm ɓëŋ ɓëŋo Root Num Adj Rel Pos Def Dem

‘these three black knives of his’

The only element that requires another is the relative pronoun. It must be followed by an adjective, 
relative phrase, possessive, or noun. It cannot appear in isolation.

imaç itoçan iñanar indexëmiŋ ‘the first male child of hers’
child male first Rel-Pos_3s-Def

5. Pronouns
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In addition to demonstrative and possessive pronouns, there are four different types of personal 
pronouns in Oniyan: subject, object, subject-object composite, and independent. There are also 
interrogative pronouns.

5.1 Demonstrative pronouns

The demonstrative pronoun takes the same form as the demonstrative adjective without the 
modified noun. The context determines which noun is replaced by the pronoun and, thus, which 
demonstrative pronoun is employed. These can also be used in conjunction with the four locatives 
cited above.

ajo ro ‘this one here’ (man) class 1
ɓaŋo ‘these’ (flutes) class 3
olo fën ‘those over there’ (goats) class 8
eŋo ‘this’ (elephant) class 9

In addition to the demonstrative pronouns which correspond to the demonstrative adjectives are two 
generic demonstrative pronouns. These do not correspond to a particular noun class as they replace 
something unidentified.

ejo ‘this’ 
ɓeɓëjo ‘these’ 

These can also be used to specify the location.

ejo ro ‘this here’
ejo na ‘that’
ejo fën ‘that there’
ejo fëco ‘that there far’ 

5.2 Possessive pronouns

Possessive pronouns take the same form as the possessive adjective but when used in isolation, 
without the noun it modifies, it acts as a pronoun, taking the place of another word. The context 
determines what noun is referred to and, thus, which noun-class relative pronoun and definite 
article are employed with the personal possessive. Again, the relative pronoun functions in a 
genitive contruction linking with the possessive pronoun. (The third person singular form for both 
the oxalac and këɗ dialects is in parentheses marked by as asterisk.)

REL+pn+DET

1s   2s  3s 1p 2p 3p
-am -

eƴ
-exëm (-ehëm)* -eɓi -ewën -eɓën

medël andamaŋ ‘take mine’ (machete)
andeƴaŋ ‘yours’
orexëmol ‘his’ (children)
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edeɓi-el  edeɓ’el ‘ours’ (hat)
ɓërëwën ɓën ‘yours (2p)’ (men)

 ireɓënin ‘theirs’ (horse)

ecëngwa edexëmel ax ŋakena ‘his axe is not sharp’
axe Rel-3s-Def Ng-3i sharp-Pc-Ng

edamel ɓon hw̃akëk ‘mine (axe) is very sharp’
Rel-1s-Def very sharp-3i
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5.3  Independent personal pronouns

The independent personal pronouns act independently from any other morpheme. They can take the 
place of another word and are, thus, written separately.

person sing. plur.
1 wëno ɓiyi (ɓi)
2 wëj wën
3 mëŋ ɓën

--Ka nde ƴe këƴ gër apuyw̃? --Wëno nde? --Oye, mëŋ.
already ? go 2s Loc bush 1s ? no 3s

‘Did you go to the bush?’     ‘Me?’ ‘No, him.’

These independent pronouns can stand directly in place of a noun.

Kaxanu gë ɓëliyan ɓën hi ko
God       with  bassari    Def  be  3s

‘God is with the Bassari’

Kaxanu gë Sira hi ko ‘God is with Sira’
Kaxanu gë ɓiyi hi ko
God     with    1p    be 3s

‘God is with us’

These pronouns can be used with other pronouns to emphasize the person as object or subject. 
Otherwise, normal subject and object pronouns are employed which can be affixed with verb aspect.

asoçanan amo nangena
man-Def  Ng-1s-3s know-Pc-Ng

‘I don’t know the man’

wëno asoçanan amo nangena ‘me, I don’t know the man’

anang nang këŋun
If-know                3s-2p

‘he knows you’ (2p)

wën nang këŋun ‘it’s you he knows’

5.4 Subject personal pronouns

The personal pronoun subject acts as a subject of a verb and can come before or after the conjugated 
verb depending on the tense or aspect of the verb. Four different series are presented for the 
personal pronoun subject. 

In addition to the normal person and number that exist in most languages, Oniyan has three forms 
of the first personal plural (1p) including the dual, exclusive, and inclusive forms. The dual form is 
always inclusive. The dual and exclusive forms exist only when employed as a subject. They alone 
have an element e that is suffixed to the conjugated verb when the pronoun precedes the conjugated 
verb. 

The subject personal pronouns can be inflected with past and conditional affixes as well as be 
combined with an object pronoun. They cannot appear in isolation and could rightly be referred to 
as a pronominal adjunct that accompanies a conjugated verb (appearing either before or after the 
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verb depending on the apect). Only independent personal pronouns can appear alone. For our 
discussions, we will refer to pronominal adjuncts that include the subject and object elements of the 
verbal simply as pronouns and independent pronouns will be referred to as such.

Person 1st series 2nd  series 
(a)

2nd series 
(b)

2nd series
(c)

1s e-me këme këme -me

2s e-ƴ (-ɗ )* ki  këƴ 
(këɗ )*

këƴ (këɗ )* -ƴ (-ɗ )*

3s e-xo ko ko -xo

1p (dual) e-xe ke...(y)e ke -xe...[(y)e]

1p (incl) e-ne këne...(y)e këne -ne...[(y)e]

1p (excl) e-mi këmi këmi -mi

2p e-n kën kën -n

3p e-xëni këni këni -ni

inanimate e-x kë -(ë)k -x

The elements in the table in parentheses marked by an asterisk * indicate the usage of the këɗ dialect 
spoken in Guinea. The dialect gets its name from the difference in the second person singular form 
(këɗ) from the form used in the other two dialects (këƴ). The first series of pronouns are used in what 
are effectively, non-verbal clauses (see section 8.1) to communicate a present, past, or conditional 
state of being. The vowel e usually precedes the pronoun. The e- prefixed pronoun can have the past 
infix -ba- or conditional infix -do- between them. Elision of the  e can occur at the meeting of two 
vowels. These  e- prefixed pronouns of series one are only used in non-verbal clauses. The clause 
contains subject and complement but no verbal predicate. The predicate can be a nominal (noun, 
adjective, pronoun) or a prepositional phrase.  These are often equative or indentificational  type 
clauses limited to present, past, and conditional aspect.

në preposition ‘on’
aƴamb
awëc

‘to eat’
‘to fall’

eƴamb ‘action of eating’
ewëc ‘action of falling’

n’eƴamb eme ‘I am eating’ (lit. on the action of eating am I)
n’eƴamb nde’ƴ ‘are you eating?’
asap exo ‘he is a blacksmith’
n’eƴamb ebaxe ‘we were eating’ (dual)
lëf ene ‘we are inside’ (incl)
g’oɓaç osas emi ‘we have 3 children’ (lit. with 3 children are we)
bir-bir edon ‘you would be dirty’
mocan exëni ‘they are well’ (capable to go out are they)
n’ewëc ex ‘it is falling’

The first series is also used with obligation as discussed in section 8.3.

ƴel exo ‘he must go’
ƴel exëni ‘they must go’
ƴel eme ‘I must go’
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ƴel exe ‘we must go’ (dual)

The second series has three variations depending on aspect and tense. Series 2 (a) is used with 
imperfective aspect; this series is used with the present, near future, and future. In all these 
conjugations the pronoun precedes the conjugated verb indicating unaccomplished action. The series 
2(b) pronouns are used for perfective aspect; the pronoun follows the conjugated verb, indicating 
accomplished action. These are the same as the series 2(a) except for second person singular, first 
person plural for dual and inclusive, and the inanimate form that has the neutral vowel ë before the 
-k when following a verb that ends in a consonant.

aƴe këme ƴend ‘I go’
aƴe ki ƴe ‘you are going to go’
aƴe ko ƴeɗ ‘he will go’
aƴe ke ƴende ‘we go’ (dual)
aƴe ke ƴeye ‘we are going to go’ (dual)
aƴe këne ƴeɗe ‘we will go’ (incl)
aƴe këmi ƴe ‘we are going to go’ (excl)
aƴe kën ƴend ‘you go’ (2p)
aƴe këni ƴe ‘they are going to go’
aƴe kë ƴeɗ ‘it will go’

Note that for the first person plural dual and inclusive forms, when the verb terminates with a vowel 
an epenthetic y is added to act as a closing consonant on the verb radical before adding the e. Since 
this does not occur when the pronoun follows the verb (as in series 2b) we can conclude the e is 
simply dropped in this instance.

ka ƴe këme ‘(already) I went’
ka ƴe këƴ ‘you went’ (2s)
ka ƴe ke ‘we went’ (dual)
ka ƴe këne ‘we went’ (incl)
ka ƴek ‘it went’
ka wëcëk ‘it fell’

Series 2(c) is used with both perfective and imperfective aspect and with tenses and moods that 
employ the past affix -ba- conditional affix -do-, and all negation aspects and tense—with the prefix 
a- of negation—or a combination of negative-past, or negative-conditional. A more complete 
discussion of the verbs is in section 8.

aƴe ƴe bame ‘I had gone’
aƴe bame ƴe ‘I was going to go’
aƴ wëcena nde ‘didn’t you fall?’
abaƴ wëcëna ‘you were not falling’
aƴamb doxo ƴamb ‘he would eat’
aƴamb ƴamb doxo ‘he would have eaten’
aƴe baxe ƴeye ‘we were going to go’ (dual)
ane ƴambexena ‘we have not eaten’ (incl) 
ami wëcëɗëna ‘we will not fall’ (excl) 
an ƴena ‘you are not going’ (2p)
aƴamb bani ƴambënd ‘they were not eating’
ax wëcëna ‘it is not going to fall’
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The series 2(c) pronouns are also used with the subjunctive verb form. These are often subordinate 
verbs following the conjugated verb. The subjunctive form is discussed in section 8.4. All pronouns 
are prefixed with e- except for the first person singular and plural, which have no prefix. Employed 
in this manner they resemble the series 1 pronouns except for the third person plural (3p) forms. 
They also have the suffix -(y)e added to the subordinated verb root for the first person dual and 
exclusive forms. Series 1 are also limited to mean ‘to be’ and are not used with conjugated verbs.

ayw̃andi yw̃andi ke me ƴamb ‘I want to eat’ (lit.: I want that I eat)
afecan ki fecan eƴ ƴe ‘you are going to prefer that you go’ 
afecan këŋo fecanëɗ exe ƴeye ‘he will prefer that we (dual) go’
atëxaŋ ayw̃andi yw̃andi këɓo ex wëc ‘we want the tree to fall’ (the tree, we want it fall’
ƴowu, ene ƴambe ‘come, we’re eating’ (incl)
eni ƴe ‘may they go’

The underlined pronouns in the above examples are subject-object pronouns discussed in section 
5.6. They are employed here with impersonal verbs discussed in section 8.5. 

The subject pronoun is usually expressed even when the noun subject is present. 

Tama çan ko ‘Tama went out’ 
Tama    exit  3s

However, when the noun is present without the subject pronoun, the subject pronoun is reduced to 
the inanimate form to emphasize the subject noun.

Tama çanëk ‘Tama went out’ (It’s Tama who went out)

For the impersonal verbs the subject pronoun must be present. This is clear in that the inanimate 
form is the same as the third person singular form. What is the grammatical subject in other 
languages is the object (see section 8.5).

Tama raç këŋo ‘Tama slept’

Ganëka raç këŋo ‘Yesterday, he slept’

5.5 Object pronouns

Object pronouns employed without an accompanying subject pronoun appear only with the 
imperative verb forms. These are limited to first and third person. These are not individual words, as 
they are never used in isolation apart from the verb conjugated in the imperative.

1s -e
2s 
3s -o
1p -ɓo
2p
3p -ɓi
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teɓ-ël-e
let-Imp-1s

‘let me go!’

cëmalo ‘greet him!’
tëɓino ‘let him go!’ (2p)
teɓëlëɓo ‘let us go’
cëmayinëɓi ‘greet them!’ (2p)
teɓëlëɓi ‘let them go’
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5.6 Subject-object pronouns

When an object (indirect or direct) is given, the pronoun is a combination of the subject pronoun 
followed  by  the  object  pronoun.  Some  of  the  subject  pronouns  change  significantly  when 
accompanied by an object. The following table shows the possible subject-object composite forms. 
Those forms marked with an asterisk * represent the  këɗ dialect. The  y and  x in parentheses are 
employed following a vowel. The form in brackets is another variant for both the  ane and  oxalac 
dialects.

person   /obj
subj

1s 2s 3 s 1p 2p 3p

1s -- -mi -mo -- -mun -mëni
2s -ƴe

-ɗe*
-- -ƴo

-ɗo*
-ƴëɓo
-ɗëɓo*

-- -ƴëɓi
-ɗëɓi*

3s / inanimate ke
-xe

ki
-xi

-ŋo
-(x)o*

-ɓo [kun]
-ŋun
-(x)un*

-ɓi

1p (dual) -- -- -ŋoye
-ŋo…(y)e
-(x)eŋon*
-(x)e...(y)eŋon*

-- -- -ɓeye
-ɓe…(y)e
-ɓeɓeŋ*
-ɓe…(y)eɓeŋ*

1p (incl) -- -- -nëŋone
-nëŋo…(y)e

-- -- -nëɓene
-nëɓe…(y)e

1p (excl) -- -mi -mo -- -mun -mëni
2p -ne -- -no -nëɓo -- -nëɓi
3p -ne -ni -no -nëɓo -nun -nëɓi

These composites  can  be  preceded by  all  the  same affixes  as  the subject  pronouns series  listed 
in section 5.4. The first options for 3s-2s and 3s-2s (ke and ki) correspond to the series 2(a) and (b)  
subjects,  whereas  their  second  options  (-xe  and  -xi)  correspond to  series  1  and  2(c)  used  with 
different affixes. The two options given for first person plural inclusive and dual subject with third  
person singular and plural objects depend on whether the pronoun precedes or follows the verb root. 
The (y) is added following a verb root that ends in a vowel.  Because of similarities between the first 
person singular (1s) and first person plural exclusive (1p-excl) rows, as well as between the second 
and  third  person plural  rows (2p and 3p),  nouns or  independent  pronouns must  be included to 
distinguish them.

Tama ke wat ‘Tama is going to see me’
ecan ke wat ‘tomorrow, he is going to see me’
Tama wat ke Tama saw me’
doro wat ke ‘today he saw me’
Tama wat baxe
Tama see Pst-3s-1s

‘Tama had seen me’

ganëka wat baxe
yesterday see Pst-3s-1s

‘yesterday he had seen me’

ayw̃andi yw̃andi këŋo mi wat wëno ‘he wants me to see you, me’
mëŋ yw̃andi këŋo mi wat ɓiyi ‘him, he wants us to see you, us’ 
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axuca xuca banëŋone
If-pass             Pst-1p-3s-Incl

‘we had passed him’ (incl)

axuca kënëŋo xucaye
If-pass   1p-3s       pass-Incl

‘we are going to pass him’ (incl) 

er fëcan ke enëɓo mac, wën
Rel prefer 1s   2p-1p    call     2p

‘What I prefer is that you call us, you (2p)’

er fëcan ke enëɓo mac, ɓën
Rel prefer 1s    3p-1p   call     3p

‘What I prefer is that they call us, them’

awat wat donun
If-see   see   Cd-3p-2p

‘they would have seen you (pl)’

awat donun wat 
If-see  Cd-3p-2p see

‘they would see you (pl)’

n’emac eɓeye ‘we (dual) are calling them’

Inanimate  objects  have  no  pronoun  but  are  understood  by  the  context.  An  inanimate  subject 
performing an action on an animate object takes the form of the third person singular (3s) subject 
pronoun in combination with the appropriate object pronoun.

enineŋ   axe caww̃ena ‘the branch (it) did not strike me’
branch-Def Ng-3s-1s hit-Pc-Ng
enineŋ çaww̃  ke ‘the branch (it) struck me’

5.7 Relative pronouns
The relative pronoun comes at the head of a relative phrase. Its function within the relative phrase 
can be the subject, object, indirect object, place, or time. When employed without a noun, the 
anaphoric reference of the context determines which relative pronoun is used. The relative pronoun 
frames the relative phrase with its corresponding definite article to indicate definiteness.

Class rel def
1 ar an
2 ɓër ɓën
2a ɓor ɓën
3 and aŋ
4 ɓand ɓaŋ
5 ir in
6 ond oŋ
7 ed el
8 or ol
9 end eŋ
10 ɓend ɓeŋ
11 or oŋ
12 ind iŋ
13 ɓënd ɓëŋ
14 od ok
15 ɓond ɓoŋ
16 er eŋ
generic-sg er in
generic-pl ɓeɓër ɓën
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ɓësoxar ɓër çot këɓi ɓëtox ɓën ‘the women who have children’
Nc-woman Rel have 3p-3p Nc-child Def

asoçan ar yël këŋo icas Tama an ‘the man who gave a knife to Tama’
Nc-man Rel give 3s-3s  knife  Tama Def

asoçan ar yël këŋo Tama icas an ‘the man to whom Tama gave a knife’
Nc-man Rel give 3s-3s   Tama knife Def

ar yël këŋo Tama icas ind yic këme gër lumo in 
Rel give 3s-3s   Tama  knife  Rel  buy   1s      Loc market Def

‘the one who gave Tama the knife that I bought at the market’

me kwiya yandi ke akey and ƴow baxo aŋ  
1s    forget   want    1s    day    Rel   come Pst-3s  Def

‘I want to forget the day that he came’

me kwiya yandi ke and ƴow baxo aŋ  
‘I want to forget when he came’

niy ir këme bakaw in ‘the year when I will return’
year Rel 1s      return-Dst Def

gër oçënga or yan ko maka ol ‘at the field where he cultivated corn’
Loc Nc-field Rel grow 3s   corn   Def

gër or yan ko maka ol ‘where he cultivated corn’

The relative pronoun can be the subject of a clause with no antecedent.

ar ax wëlërandëna ‘one that does not hear’ (deaf person)
Rel Ng-3i hear-Pg-Ng
ar kë yamb an afo exo diyen. ‘the one who eats must work’
Rel 3i  eat       Def must 3s   work
ɓër kë ƴamb ɓën afo eni diyen ‘those who eat must work’
Rel                    Def          3p
er ko çema kala ɓon kë nangand   ‘whatever she cooks is very good’
Rel 3s  cook   each  very   3i  good-Pg

The relative pronoun can be the object of a clause with no antecedent

er yandi këŋo in ax mëndena ‘what he wants is not possible’
Rel want    3s    Def Ng-3i possible-Pc-Ng
awat wat këme er ri këƴ in ‘I saw what you did’
 If-see  see   1s        Rel do 2s Def

Interrogative pronouns can also act as relative pronoun.

Ame nangena no kë ƴow ‘I don’t know who is coming’

Ami nangena ine yël këŋo ‘We do not know what he gave her.’
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Ame nangena fe ƴe ko ‘I don’t know where he went.’

Afel fel ke fe baxo ƴend ‘He told me where he was going.’

Ame nangena niyye hw̃atu ko ‘I don’t know when he arrived.’

Ka fani ke ine wa ƴow ko. ‘I understand why he came.’

Afel fel keno ake nac këni and’aŋ ‘They told her how they dug the well.’

5.8 Indefinite pronouns and adjectives

Oniyan has several pronouns, adjectives, and adverbs that are indefinite. The most common are 
explained below. Oniyan often employs the same word for negative and positive constructions.

Indefinite pronouns

A. ‘nobody, somebody, anyone’ ala
This is actually the noun for ‘person’ employed as an indefinite pronoun. 

ala amo watëndëna ‘I do not see anyone’ (lit. I do not see a person)

ala aŋo yandexëna exo nem ‘nobody wants to die’ 

ala kë hw̃atund ‘somebody is arriving’

B.  ‘something, nothing, anything’ yỹowỹ ey, yỹey
For a negative statement, yỹowỹ ey ‘nothing’ is used; for a positive statement, yỹey  ‘thing’.

yw̃ey këme watënd ‘I see something’

yw̃oww̃ey ame watëndëna ‘I don’t see anything’

C. ‘everything, everyone, all, everywhere’ ɗek
To convey the totality of anything ɗek can be employed as an adjective or alone as a pronoun.

cëmalëɓi ɗek gër Ecolo ‘greet everyone in Etiolo’
ɗek er ri këni in ‘everything they did’
endeƴ eŋo wëlik ɗek Tambakunda do ɗek gër ɓangol ɓand jeƴ

‘this story spread over all of Tamabacounda and to everyone in surrounding villages’

Indefinite modifiers marked for noun class

D. ‘another, other -cëxe(n), -çëxe(n)
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(The prefix agrees with the noun understood to be modified. The word can be employed without 
the noun. The n is inserted when the definite article is present.) 

icas icëxe ‘another knife’
yëlële icëxe ‘give me another (knife)’ 
ɓëcas ɓecëxen ɓëŋ  ‘the other knives’

asoxar açëxe ‘another woman’
ifeyw̃ içëxen in ‘the other sheep’

When there is no understood noun antecedent to be modified, to communicate the idea of 
‘something else’, the generic, indefinite form of the modifier is employed, eçëxe.

yëlële eçëxe ‘give me something else’

E. ‘not one, none’  ado N -mat, -ɓat
To express the idea of not any or none of something the construction ado N -mat, -ɓat (where the 
choice mat or ɓat depends on the noun class and consonant alternation of the modified noun) is 
used with a negative verbal. Literally, this conveys the meaning of ‘even one did not’. This is 
limited to quantities that are considered countable.

ado asoçan aɓat ax ƴowena ‘no man came’ 
(even one man did not come)

ado emeci emat ax g’ena gër oçënga ‘there are no goats in the field’
(even one goat is not in the field)

F.  ‘same’ REL -mat, -ɓat
DEM fo

There are two manners to convey the idea of ‘same’. One is the relative pronoun following the 
modified noun with the word for one, depending on the noun class.  This usually indicates same 
in the sense that things are alike.

icas ind imat ex ‘it’s the same knife’
ɓëciww̃  ɓënd imat ex ‘the huts are the same’ (houses of one they are)
ɓaciww̃  ɓand amat ex ‘the houses are the same’ (larger than huts)

ope˜yi od oɓat ex ‘the sheep are the same (identical)’

The second manner to indicate same is with the demonstrative followed by fo ‘only’.  This 
indicates same in the sense of identity.

opeyw̃i oko fo bakawëk ‘the same sheep came back’ (these sheep only came back)

Invariable modifiers

G. ‘anywhere, anybody, anything, any, anyway’  sam
To convey the idea of any, however, or no matter what, the word sam is employed as an 
adjective or adverb.

ala sam ‘anyone’ (no matter what person)
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yw̃ey sam këme ƴambënd ‘I eat anything’ (no matter what thing)
ƴowu akey sam ‘come any day’ (no matter what day)
kotël ejo sam ‘put that anywhere’ (no matter where)
diyin sam ‘do it however’ (no matter how)

The following two phrases contrast everything and anything.

axor ko xor exo di ɓeyw̃ ɗek ‘he can do everything (all things)’
axor ko xor exo di ɓeyw̃ sam ‘he can do anything (any things)’

H. ‘even’  ado N
When ado appears alone it conveys the meaning of ‘even’ preceding the noun it modifies (or 
independent pronoun which can replace a noun).

ado wëno, aƴe këme ƴe ‘even me, I am going to go’
ado oɗaŋëtok, aƴow ƴow këni ‘even the dogs, they came’

I. ‘each’ kala
Kala is invariable and must accompany the noun it modifies.

ala kala ‘each person’

yw̃aro kala sëra këŋo amber andexëm  ‘each cat caught its own mouse’

J. ‘self, same, even’ dëŋ
To emphasize one thing alone, dëŋ follows the word modified.

axor ki xor eƴ di, wëj dëŋ ‘you can do it, you yourself’
ƴamb ko dëŋ xali ww̃ed ko ‘he himself ate until he had enough’

doro dëŋ ‘today even’ (this very day)

K.  ‘some’  mar
Mar is invariable and can modify a noun following its relative pronoun or appear alone.

oɗaŋët od mar mbaŋ xeyw̃ këni ‘some dogs are very mean’
mar ww̃ed ko ‘he took some’

L.  ‘few, little’ tëkër
 To indicate few of a countable noun or little of something, tëker follows the relative pronoun for 
the respective noun class. Often it is employed with fo ‘only’. To indicate little or few generically, 
it can act as the complement to the verb phrase.

oser or tëkër çot këme ‘I have few friends’

ka wël këme tëkër fo ‘I understood only a little’

M. ‘several’  REL anjëm
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Always employed with a plural noun whether explicit or implicit, anjëm follows the relative 
pronoun for the noun class it modifies.

oxamote or anjëm yic ko ‘he bought several hats’
or anjëm yic ko ‘he bought several’ (hats)

ɓend anjëm yic këɓi ‘he bought several’ (goats)
ɓend anjëm ƴow këni ‘several came’ (goats)

N.  ‘whatever, whomever, whoever, wherever, whichever, whenever’  REL … yo
To indicate an open-ended, whatever idea, the determiner yo is employed with the appropriate 
relative pronoun as a frame around the verbal. The relative employed comes from the 
understood noun class. The yo is somewhat mobile as it can also occur immediately after the 
relative with no appreciable difference in meaning. Since the relative pronoun is standing in for 
a noun, the determiner yo carries a general meaning of ‘whichever’ (person, place, thing, time, 
etc.)

ɓend kën re yo, ami mana ‘whatever you (2p) say, we will not agree’

ɓend yo kën re, ami mana ‘whatever you (2p) say, we will not agree’

ɓend fel kënun yo, ax g’ena ɗal  ‘whatever they tell you, it’s not true’

ɓeɓër ww̃ëlaw këni yo kanal ‘whatever they bring, take it’

end yo këƴ wël, cësinal ‘whatever you hear, keep silent’

er yo këni fel, këreƴ mana ‘whatever they will tell you, don’t concur’

ar riyenik yo aƴamb ko ƴambëɗ ‘whoever works will eat’

ar këƴo wat yo   ‘whomever you see’

ɓër këƴëɓi wat yo ‘whomever you see’ (pl)

gër ed ki ƴeɗ yo ‘wherever you will go’

n’and ko hw̃atu yo açan këmi çanëɗ ‘whenever he arrives, we will go out’

gër gang këƴ ri yo malawëɗëɓi oɓec’ol
Loc how 2s do ever bring-Dst-Ft-2s-3p Nc-goat-Def

‘however you do it, you will bring the goats’

6. Prepositions and locatives

There are relatively few prepositions in Oniyan. The few true prepositions are at the head of a 
prepositional phrase (prep + N phrase) They can be used to modify verbs or nouns. There is a 
specific set of prepositions of origin that must be used with their respective noun class.

Prepositions of origin

Class Preposition Class Preposition
1 aɓ 10 ɓem
2 ɓ(ë) 11 oɓ
3 am 12 im
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4 ɓam 13 ɓëm
5 iɓ 14 oɓ
5a aɓ 15 ɓom
6 om 16 eɓ
7 eɓ generic sg. eɓ
8 oɓ generic pl.l ɓeɓ
9 em

These are used with the noun or demonstrative (pronoun) and refer to the origin of the object 
modified. 

asoçan aɓ Ecolo an ‘the man from Etiolo’
anener am Çuti ‘a mask from Chuti’
ɓemaka ɓem eɗen ‘ears of corn from the paddy field’
ɓëpeçin ɓëm okace ‘warthogs from the bamboos’
ɓocare ɓom fëco ‘fat chickens from far out there’

These act similary to the relative pronoun in that they do not allow elision of the beginning vowel; 
they remain separate from the noun modified. They could be considered as locative relative 
pronouns with the function ‘which is/ are from’.

In the case of the preposition ɓë from class 2, when followed by a noun that begins with a vowel the 
neutral vowel in elided and an apostrophe is inserted.

ɓësoçan ɓë Keɗëgu ɓën ‘the men of Kedougou’
ɓësoçan ɓ’angol ɓën ‘the village men’

The relative pronouns act as a preposition to indicate possession. These are according to noun class 
and have been presented in section 4.2.2.

Other Prepositions

Other prepositions are employed invariably regardless of noun class.

xali
xali ecan

‘until’ (temporal)
‘until tomorrow’

ŋëç
ŋëç fën këme ƴend

‘until’ (spatial)
‘I’m going until there’

gand
gand lar ƴe ko

‘toward’
‘he went toward the marigot’

kam
kam ko Icar ɗal ex

‘according to’
‘according to Icar, it’s true’

jeƴ
jeƴ aciww̃aŋ

‘around’
‘around the house’

gë
nëma gë faba.

‘with’
‘mom with dad’ (mom with dad)
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Tama gë fanac ƴe ko. ‘Tama went with a horse’

në
ɓiyi në ngwën ro
 

‘on’
‘we on earth here’

gër
gër lumo ƴe ko

‘to, at’
‘he went to market’

mërëxand ir
mërëxand ir faba gë nëma
mërëxand ir oyel

‘between, among’
‘between father and mother’
‘among livestock’

The final vowel of the two prepositions në and gë is elided before a word beginning with a vowel. 
The elision is marked by an apostrophe. 

g’ine hw̃aç ko ‘with what did he cut?’

g’icas hw̃aç ko ‘he cut with a knife’

n’epën exo ‘he is reading’
 (on the action of reading is he)

n’añëpara yw̃ëpa ko ‘he sat on a bench’

Oniyan has a number of locatives which resemble prepositions in other languages but can be used in 
isolation or with a preposition when the relationship is explicit.

ɗila ‘underneath’
ler ‘beside’
polo ‘in’
ɓëta ‘behind’
lëng ‘in front’
ƴaŋ ‘high up’
ɗam ‘near’
lëf ‘inside’
fac ‘outside’
lim ‘right of’
çame ‘left of’

The preposition gër ‘to, at’ is often employed with these locatives and occurs between the locative 
and the location specified, linking the two together.

ɓapeɗ ɓaŋ ɗila gër angaww̃ ‘the sandals under the bed’
ler gër Keɗëgu ‘near to Kedougou’
polo gër apeƴa ‘inside a jar’
ɓëta gër aciww̃  aŋo «behind this hut’
përëƴëtal ƴaŋ gër atëx ‘climb high up the tree’
lëf gër aciww̃ ‘inside the house’
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7. Interrogatives
Interrogative words are normally found in the beginning of the phrase. They can also be used in 
isolation or take the place of a person, place, etc. They are, thus, considered individual words.

no ine niye ake fe ine cëŋ ine wa
‘who’ ‘what’ ‘when’ ‘how’ ‘where’ ‘why’ (neg) ‘why’

Yowu ro! --No? Wëno nde? ‘Come here!’  --‘Who? Me?’

Ine’x ejo? ‘What is it?’

Niye hw̃atu ko? ‘When did he arrive?’

Ame nangena ake ko ƴend. ‘I don’t know how he comes’

Fe ƴe baƴ? ‘Where have you gone?’

Ine cëŋ ƴow këƴ? ‘Why did you come?’ (You shouldn’t have)

Ine wa ƴow këƴ? ‘Why did you come?’

Axo nangena ine wa ƴow këƴ ‘He does not know why you came.’
 
In addition to these interrogative words is an interrogative adjective that asks, ‘how many?’ There 
are three possible initial consonants with the prefix and initial consonant corresponding to the noun  
class and the first consonant level of alternation of the modified noun. The noun, followed by the 
interrogative adjective, usually begins the clause.

-jëgwe, -njëgwe,-yëgwe ‘how many’

Opanac ojëgwe çambënjarin yël këŋo itoxiŋ?
Nc-horse  many?    young_man-Def    give 3s-3s child-Def

‘How many horses did the young man give the child? 
Ɓëcas ɓënjëgwe çambënjarin yël këŋo itoxiŋ?

‘How many knives did the young man give the child?
Owëd oyëgwe çambënjarin yël këŋo itoxiŋ?

‘How many mangoes did the young man give the child?

To ask the question which? or which one? the relative pronoun followed by  fe ‘where?’ is placed 
after the noun (N +REL + fe ). Without the noun, the formula acts as a relative pronoun replacing  
the noun from the corresponding noun class. 

Asoçan ar fe? ‘Which man?’ (or ‘What man, where?’)
Ar fe? ‘Which one (man)?’
Ɓesoxar ɓër fe? ‘Which women?’
Ɓër fe? ‘Which ones (women)?’
Fanac ir fe? ‘Which horse?’
Epëyam end fe? ‘Which lizard?’
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8. The Verb

The verb infinitive in Oniyan consists of the prefix a- followed by the verb root, usually beginning 
with a consonant from level I of alternation. (Some verb roots in the infinitive begin with ɓ and ƴ 
from level II and n from level III.) In the infinitive nothing can come between the prefix and the verb 
root, thus, they are written together.

aɓunët ‘to take’
açeɓ ‘to drink’
aloe ‘to carry’
anac ‘to dig’
asodoŋa ‘to swim’
aww̃ac ‘to call’

 

8.1 Non-verbal clause

As previously mentioned in section 5.4, Oniyan has non-verbal clauses using e- prefixed subject 
pronouns of series 1.  The past and conditional affixes, ba- and do-, are inserted between the prefix 
and pronoun; otherwise they are inseparable. These are interchangeable and can follow a number of 
grammatical categories. Normally they are written separately from the word they follow. 

fanac ex ‘it’s a horse’
fanacin ex ‘it’s the horse’

lëf ebaxëni ‘they were inside’
lëf gër aciww̃  ebaxëni ‘they were inside the hut’

asap eme ‘I am a black-smith’
asap ex ‘it’s a black-smith’
asap eƴ ‘you are a black-smith’
asap exo ‘he is a black-smith’
ɓësap exe ‘we (dual) are black-smiths’
ɓësap ene ‘we (incl) are black-smiths’
ɓësap emi ‘we (excl) are black-smiths’
ɓësap en ‘you are black-smiths’
ɓësap exëni ‘they are black-smiths’

mokam ex ‘it’s possible’
tondoroc edone ‘we (incl) would be fat’
ar nacëk andu an ex ‘it’s the one who dug a well.’
Rel dig-3i   well   Def Cp-3i

n’edaç eŋo ‘he is sleeping’ (in the act of sleeping, is he)

At the meeting of two vowels, there is elision of the weaker vowel and the prefix with its pronoun 
attaches as a clitic. 

acëroti + ex  acërot’ex eɓeja + ex  eɓeja’x
‘flute’ ‘it’s a flute’ ‘promise’          ‘it’s a promise’
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8.1.1 Non-verbal clause versus verb ‘to be’

The non-verbal clause is limited to present aspect, conditional, or past. It is also limited to positive 
propositions only. This contrasts with the verb ahi which means ‘to be’ or ‘to become’. This regular 
verb is used in all other instances of tense and aspect.

asap exo asap ebaxo asap edoxo
smith Cp-3s smith Cp-Pst-3s smith Cp-Cd-3s
‘he is a (black)-smith’ ‘he was a smith’ ‘he would be a smith’

asap ko hi asap ko hiɗ asap ko hind
smith 3s  be smith 3s  be-Ft smith 3s  be-Pg
‘he’s going to be a smith’ ‘he will be(come) a smith’ ‘he is being a smith’

asap hi ko asap hi baxo asap hi doxo
smith be  3s smith be  Pst-3s smith be  Cd-3s
‘he became a smith’ ‘he had become a smith’ ‘he would’ve become a smith’

asap baxo hi gil exo asap asap axo g’ena
smith Pst-3s be be-Imp 3s smith smith Ng-3s be-Ng
‘he was becoming a smith’ ‘he must be a smith’ ‘he is not a smith’

asap axo gibana asap axo gidona asap axo giɗëna
smith Ng-3s be-Pst-Ng smith Ng-3s be-Cd-Ng smith Ng-3s be-Ft-Ng
‘he was not a smith’ ‘he would not be a smith’ ‘he will not be a smith’

Another contrast between the the nonv-verbal constuction of the  e- prefixed pronoun and ahi ‘to 
become’ is seen in stating the existence of something or identifying something (or someone) by using 
the inanimate pronoun. The e- prefixed pronoun is used for stating the present, conditional or past 
existence. The suffix –na which is similar to the locative na ‘there’ is employed to indicate existence. 
Since the locative can also be employed, these are considered distinct. 

asap exëna ‘there is a smith’ (one exists)
asap exëna na ‘there is a smith, there’
asap ex asap edox asap ebax
‘it’s a smith’ ‘it would be a smith’ ‘it was a smith’

asap exëna asap edoxëna asap ebaxëna
‘there is a smith’ (exists) ‘there would be a smith’ ‘there was a smith’

Negation of these or other aspects require use of ahi. For negation, the position of the complement 
to the verb makes the difference between negating the identification and negating the existence.

ax g’ena asap ax gidona asap ax gibana asap
‘it is not a smith’ ‘it wouldn’t be a smith’ ‘it wasn’t a smith’

asap ax g’ena asap ax gidona asap ax gibana
‘there is no smith’ ‘there wouldn’t be a smith’ ‘there wasn’t a smith’
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8.2 Tense and aspect

Perfective and imperfective aspects are determined by the position of the pronoun. When the 
pronoun follows the conjugated verb root, the action is completed or perfective. A pronoun 
preceding the conjugated root represents uncompleted, imperfective action. In the simplest 
construction, the verb root is often repeated with the infinitive at the head of the phrase. Because 
the pronoun can intervene between roots or an adverb or other element can replace the infinitive, 
the roots are written separately. The conjugated verb root cannot appear alone with the pronoun in 
the phrase (this is not true for negated verbs as in section 8.6.). A nominal subject, locative group, 
temporal group, adverb, or the infinitive must also be present. The nominal subject usually precedes 
the conjugated verb root and the infinitive always precedes it. Temporal terms, locatives, and 
adverbs are more flexible and can come before or after the conjugated verb. In the larger context of 
a discourse, a conjugated verb root can appear alone with the pronoun. The necessity of another 
element to make a full clause seems to show a kind of thematic fronting with the element in focus 
occurring clause initially.

aww̃ayi ww̃ayi ko ‘he returned’
Kali ww̃ayi ko ‘Kali returned’
doro ww̃ayi ko ‘today he returned’
ww̃ayi ko doro ‘he returned today’
ww̃ayi ko bërëxaɗët ‘he returned suddenly’
gër Ebarak ww̃ayi ko ‘he returned to Ebarak’
aww̃ayi ko ww̃ayi ‘he is going to return’
kwël k¯o ww̃ayi ‘definitively, he is going to return’
ecan ko ww̃ayi ‘he is going to return tomorrow’

8.2.1 Perfective aspect

Perfective aspect is marked only by the position of the pronoun after the verb root. The past marker 
ba or conditional marker do can be used with the pronoun also. The pronouns used for this aspect 
are shown in the table below. The adverb anëka ‘already’ (or, more frequently, its shortened form ka) 
is employed to indicate completed action. The pronouns employed with perfective aspect are 
repeated in the table below. While anëka is more mobile, the shortened form ka must always precede 
the verb root.

perfective aspect: vb root + pn

Series
Personne

2 (b) 2(c)

1s këme -me

2s këƴ -ƴ

3s ko -xo

1p (dual) ke -xe

1p (incl) këne -ne

1p (excl) këmi -mi

2p kën -n

3p këni -ni

inanimate -(ë)k -x
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When the verb root terminates in a vowel for an inanimate subject the k is suffixed directly to the 
root. When it terminates in a consonant, the neutral vowel ë is inserted to eliminate the C/C 
sequence, which Oniyan phonology will not accept.

aƴamb awëc axuca aƴe ganëka doro
‘to eat’ ‘to fall’ ‘to pass’ ‘to go’ ‘yesterday’ ‘today’

ka ƴamb këme ‘I ate’
ayamb ƴamb këƴ ‘you ate’
ka ƴamb baxo ‘he had already eaten’
ka ƴamb doxe ‘we (both) would have already eaten’
aƴamb ƴamb këne ‘we (incl) ate’
ganëka ƴamb bami ‘yesterday, we (excl) ate’
doro ƴamb kën ‘today you ate’
aƴamb ƴamb doni ‘they would have eaten’ (perfective, occasion lost)
ka wëcëk ‘it fell’
ka xucak ‘it passed’

The perfective aspect is sometimes employed on the verge of doing something, which indicates it is 
to be considered as accomplished. At the point of taking leave a speaker may say the equivalent of “I  
have already gone” or, to be more colloquial, “I’m out of here.”

ka ƴe këme ‘Already, I went’

As mentioned above, the nominal subject, locative group, temporal group, adverb, or the infinitive 
must also be present with the conjugated verb. In the perfective aspect, with the pronoun coming 
after the conjugated verb, the presence of the infinitive with one of these other elements expresses a 
higher degree of insistence on the statement.

aww̃ayi ww̃ayi ko ‘he returned’
Kali ww̃ayi ko ‘Kali returned’
Kali aww̃ayi ww̃ayi ko ‘Kali (indeed) returned’
doro ww̃ayi ko ‘today he returned’
doro aww̃ayi ww̃ayi ko ‘today (indeed) he returned’
ww̃ayi ko gër Ebarak ‘he returned to Ebarak’
aww̃ayi ww̃ayi ko gër Ebarak ‘he (indeed) returned to Ebarak’

8.2.2 Imperfective aspect (future & habitual)

The positioning of the pronoun before the verb root primarily marks the imperfective aspect. This 
includes near future, future, habitual, and imperfect tenses. The set of pronouns used for imperfective 
aspect differs slightly from those used for the perfective aspect.
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Series
Personne

2 (a) 2(c)

1s këme -me

2s ki -ƴ

3s ko -xo

1p (dual) ke...(y)e -xe...(y)e

1p (incl) këne...(y)e -ne...(y)e

1p (excl) këmi -mi

2p kën -n

3p këni -ni

inanimate kë -x

imperfective aspect: pn + vb rt

With no tense marker and the first column of pronouns, the proposition in this order indicates near 
future action. For the first person plural dual and inclusive forms an e is suffixed to the verb root, in 
the case of a consonant-terminal verb root, and a ye is suffixed in the case of a vowel-terminal verb 
root.

aƴamb këme ƴamb ‘I’m going to eat’
aƴamb ki ƴamb ‘you’re going to eat’ (2s)
aƴamb ko ƴamb ‘he’s going to eat’
aƴamb ke ƴambe ‘we’re going to eat’ (dual)
aƴamb këne ƴambe ‘we’re going to eat’ (incl)
aƴamb këmi ƴamb ‘we’re going to eat’ (excl)
aƴamb kën ƴamb ‘you’re going to eat’ (2p)
aƴamb këni ƴamb ‘they’re going to eat’
awëc kë wëc ‘it’s going to fall’
axuca ke xucaye ‘we’re going to pass’ (dual)
axuca këne xucaye ‘we’re going to pass’ (incl)

8.2.2.1 Future
A -(ë)ɗ suffixed to the root marks future tense. If the verb root terminates in a consonant the suffix 
becomes -ëɗ to avoid a C/C sequence. For the dual and inclusive forms, the -e follows the future 
marker.

aƴamb këme ƴambëɗ ‘I will eat’
aƴamb ke ƴambëɗe ‘we will eat’ (dual)
aƴamb këne ƴambëɗe ‘we will eat’ (incl)
awëc kë wëcëɗ ‘it will fall’
axuca ko xucaɗ ‘he will pass’
nambik ke xucaɗe ‘after tomorrow, we will pass’ (dual)
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8.2.2.2 Progressive/ Habitual
To mark progressive or habitual action, the suffix -(ë)nd is added to the verb root. The suffix takes 
the form -ënd when following a verb root terminating in a consonant. For the dual and inclusive 
forms, the -e follows the progressive marker.

axëƴu kë xëƴunɗ ‘it is moving’
doro ko ƴambënd ‘today he is eating’
aƴamb këne ƴambënde ‘we (incl) eat’ (habitually)

8.2.2.3 Past Progressive, Imperfect, Conditional
The markers for past (-ba-) and conditional (-do-) attach to the pronouns from column 2(c). When 
placed before the root they indicate unaccomplished action. They can also be employed in 
conjunction with the progressive marker (-nd) on the verb root.

aww̃ayi bame ww̃ayi ‘I was going to return’
aww̃ayi baƴ ww̃ayind ‘you were returning’ (2s)
aww̃ayi doxo ww̃ayi ‘he would return’
aww̃ayi doxe ww̃ayinde ‘we would be returning’ (dual)
aww̃ayi doni ww̃ayind ‘they would be returning’ 
awëc bax wëc ‘it was going to fall’

8.2.2.4 Progressive action
Oniyan employs another method to indicate progressive action. The preposition në ‘on’ preceding a 
nominalization of the verb which equates to ‘the action of (verb)’ is followed by either the copula or 
ahi ‘to be’ depending on the time.

n’emac exo ‘he is calling’

Literally, the above phrase says ‘on the action of calling is he’.  This is similar to the French usage of 
en train de to indicate an action in process. The nominalization of the verb awỹ ac ‘to call’ is 
accomplished by the prefix e- from noun class 9 and the first consonant from level III of alternation, 
resulting in emac ‘the action of calling’.

The copula can also be employed with the past and conditional markers.

n’emac ebaxo ‘he was (in the act of) calling’
n’emac edoxo ‘he would be (in the act of) calling’

For future expressions, ahi the verb for ‘to be’ is conjugated.

n’emac ko hiɗ ‘he will be (in the act of) calling’
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8.2.2.5 Use of nominal subject with imperfective aspect
For imperfective aspect, the infinitive, a temporal group, locative, or adverb must precede the 
pronoun that comes before the conjugated verb root. The subject personal pronoun cannot begin the 
sentence. The nominal subject alone cannot satisfy the need for another element in the phrase with 
the conjugated verb in any of the tenses in imperfect aspect, as it can in the perfective aspect. The 
result is the nominal subject, or disjunctive pronoun acting as subject, cannot immediately precede 
the pronoun that comes before the conjugated verb. If the nominal subject, or disjunctive pronoun 
acting as subject, comes before this pronoun, it changes to the inanimate form. It no longer 
represents the person of the subject and is employed to emphasize the nominal subject. Otherwise, 
two elements identifying the same subject would be in succession. If the infinitive, a temporal 
group, locative, or adverb is inserted between the nominal subject or disjunctive pronoun and the 
pronoun, the pronoun remains unchanged, reflecting the subject of the verbal. 

aƴamb ko ƴamb ‘He is going to eat’
Pata aƴamb ko ƴamb ‘Pata is going to eat’ 
aƴamb ko ƴamb Pata ‘He is going to eat, Pata’
Pata kë ƴamb ‘It’s Pata who’s going to eat’
aƴamb ki ƴambëɗ ‘You will eat’ 
wëj, aƴamb ki ƴambëɗ ‘You, you will eat’ 
wëj kë ƴambëɗ ‘It’s you who will eat’ 
wëj, ecan ki ƴambëɗ ‘You, tommorrow you will eat’ 
ecan wëj kë ƴambëɗ ‘Tomorrow, it’s you who will eat’ 
aww̃ayi bame ww̃ayind ‘I was returning’
wëno aww̃ayi bame ww̃ayind ‘Me, I was returning’ 
wëno bax ww̃ayind ganëka ‘It was me who was returning yesterday’ 
ganëka wëno bax ww̃ayind ‘Yesterday, it was me who was returning’ 
ganëka bame ww̃ayind ‘Yesterday I was returning’ 
wëno ganëka bame ww̃ayind ‘Me, yesterday I was returning’ 

8.3 Imperative and Obligation

The imperative form uses the verb root (usually with level II of consonantal alternation for those 
verbs with their infinitive at level I) and is marked by the suffix -(ë) l  for second person singular and 
indirect obligation. This is the default marker for imperative or obligation. Whenever C/C sequences 
result from the affixation, an epenthetic ë is inserted. The presence of a pronoun distinguishes 
indirect obligation from a direct imperative.

pëtël ‘throw (it)!’ (2s) (inanimate object)
pëtël eƴ ‘you must throw (it)’ (2s)

The second person plural imperative is marked by the suffix –in.  

pëtin ‘throw!’ (2p)
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When the verb root ends in a vowel, an epenthetic y is inserted to preserve the suffix and avoid a 
V/V sequence.

axuca
kucayin

‘to pass’
‘pass!’ (2p)

For first person plural, the suffix -e (dual) or -ne (inclusive) is added.

pëte ‘let’s throw!’ (dual)
mayine ‘let’s return!’ (incl)

To eliminate V/V sequences that result from affixation, an epenthetic y is inserted.

areni ‘to be polite’
deni-e deniye ‘Let’s be polite!’ (dual)
deniyin ‘be polite!’ (2p)

For indirect obligation, the following subject pronouns are added to the imperative form. The second 
person singular and plural forms are listed in parenthesis as they are by direct imperative. 

Person 1st series
1s (I) eme
2s (you) (eƴ)
3s (he) exo
1p (we-dual) exe
1p (we-inclusive) ene
1p (we-exclusive) emi
2p (you-plural) (en)
3p (they) exëni
inanimate (singular or plural) ex

ƴambël eme ‘I must eat’
pëtël exo ‘he must throw’
denil exe ‘we must be polite’ (dual)
ƴel ene ‘we must go’ (incl)
ƴel emi ‘we must go’ (excl)
mayil exëni ‘they must return’

When an animate object is used with the imperative form (2s or 2p), the object pronoun is suffixed 
to the imperative suffix. The object pronoun is not a word as it is never separate from the imperative 
and they form a semantic and phonological unit.

1s (me) -e
3s (him/her) -o
1p (us) -ɓo
3p (them) -ɓi
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açëma
aseɓ

‘to greet’
‘to let go’

cëmale
cëmayine

‘greet me!’ (2s)
‘greet me!’ (2p)

teɓino
teɓinëɓo

‘let him/her go!’ (2p)
‘let us go!’ (2p)

cëmalëɓi ‘greet them!’ (2s)

For indirect obligation with an animate object, the subject-object pronoun follows the default 
imperative form of the verb.

personne    
/obj
suj

1s 
(me)

2s
(you
)

3 s
(him/her)

1p
(us)

2p
(you
)

3p
(them)

1s (I) -- -mi -mo -- -mun -mëni
2s (you) -ƴe -- -ƴo -ƴëɓo -- -ƴëɓi
3s (he/she) -xe -xi -ŋo -ɓo -ŋun -ɓi
1p (we-excl) -- -mi -mo -- -mun -mëni
1p (we-incl) -- -- -nëŋone -- -- -nëɓene
1p (we-dual) -- -- -ŋoye -- -- -ɓeye
2p (you) -ne -- -no -nëɓo -- -nëɓi
3p (they) -ne -ni -no -nëɓo -nun -nëɓi

cëmal exe ‘he must greet me’
cëmal emo ‘I must greet him’
cëmal enëɓo ‘they must greet us’
cëmal exi ‘he must greet you’
cëmal eŋo ‘he must greet her’

The capacity of the pronoun to be placed in front of the verb root (as a subjunctive form) indicates 
that the pronoun is separate from the verb root.

afo eŋo cëma ‘it’s necessary that he greet her’

teɓël enëɓo ‘they must let us go’
afo enëɓo teɓ ‘it’s necessary they let us go’

The first person inclusive and dual forms of the imperative with an animate object are suffixed to 
the verb root. (An epenthetic ë eliminates C/C sequences.)

cëmanëŋone ‘let’s greet him’ (incl)
cëmaɓeye ‘let’s greet them’ (dual)
teɓënëɓene ‘let’s let them go’ (incl)
teɓëŋoye ‘let’s let him go’ (dual)
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8.3.1 Delayed obligation

For delayed obligation, the suffix –(ë)li is added to the imperative root. This is employed in the 
context of the hearer engaged in some other activity, and he is commanded to do something later on 
when he is able. For the second person plural form, an n is added. For the first person dual and 
inclusive the affix takes the forms -iɗe and -iɗëne, or -ɗe and -ɗëne, respectively.

pënëli ‘read (it)! (later on)’
ƴambëli ‘eat! (later on)’
pënëlin ‘read! (later on)’ (2p)

pënëɗe = pëniɗe ‘let’s read (later on)’ (dual)
pënëɗëne = pëniɗëne ‘let’s read (later on)’ (incl)

For indirect, delayed obligation, the subject or subject-object pronoun is included. An additional l is 
inserted to avoid a V/V sequence. The mobility of the pronoun indicates they be written separately.

mayilil exëni ‘they must return (later on)’
afo exëni mayili ‘it’s necessary they return (later on)’
cemalil eŋo ‘he must greet her (later on)’

8.4 Subjunctive

The subjunctive verb is employed in independent phrases to express something as optative: (a) 
potentiality, (b) the intention to do something, or (c) a mitigated imperative. The subjunctive is also 
employed in (d) subordinate phrases following the conjugated verb whether or not there is a change 
of subject. The subjunctive form is indicated by the pronoun from the table B below preceding the 
verb root normally with the same consonant alternation level as the imperative form (from 
alternation level II for those verbs with their infinitive at alternate level I, or ƴ, ɓ, n.) Ferry refers to 
this conjugated form as the aorist2; the time is indefinite. (Variances in pronouns from the këɗ dialect 
are marked with an asterisk*.)

subjunctive form: pn B +root

Pronoun Table B
Person  / 
subj

obj 1s 
(me
)

2s
(you)

3 s
(him/her)

1p
(us)

2p
(you)

3p
(them)

1s me -- mi mo -- mun mëni

2s eƴ 
eɗ*

eƴe 
eɗe*

-- eƴo
eɗo*

eƴëɓo 
eɗëɓo*

-- eƴëɓi
eɗëɓi*

3s exo exe exi eŋo
exo*

eɓo eŋun
exun*

eɓi

1p (dual) exe...(y)e -- -- eŋo…(y)e -- -- eɓe…(y)e

2 Ferry. p. 31.
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exe...eŋon* eɓe...eɓeŋ*
1p (incl) ene...(y)e -- -- enëŋo…(y)e -- -- enëɓe…(y)e

1p (excl) mi -- mi mo -- mun mëni

2p en ene -- eno enëɓo -- enëɓi

3p eni ene eni eno enëɓo enun enëɓi

inanimate ex

(a) mi ɓarer ‘we assemble’
(b) me mayi
     eŋo cëma

‘I’m going to return (home)’
‘she is going to greet him’

(c) eƴo cëma
     eŋo cëmaye

‘may you greet her’
‘may we greet her’ (dual)

(d) cënine  pere  oɓaçol eni ceɓ
    wait-1-incl  first Nc-child-Def  3p drink

‘let’s wait first that the children drink’

    ayw̃andi yw̃andi ke enun tëɓ
     If-want               1s  3p-2p abandon

‘I want them to let you go’ (I want that 
they abandon you)

The future, past, and progressive markers can be used in conjunction with the subjunctive mood 
when there is still an indefinite aspect to the proposition.

mi ɓarerëɗ ‘we will assemble’
me mayiɗ
ebaŋo cëmand

‘I’ll return’
‘she was going to greet him’

eƴo cëmaɗ
eŋo cëmaye

‘may it be that you will greet her’
‘may it be we will greet her’ (dual)

eɓi cëmand ‘may he greet them’ (habitually)

8.5 Passive and Impersonal 

Oniyan does not have a true passive form that indicates the subject undergoes the action of the verb. 
The manner in which the passive idea is expressed is to place the intended item that undergoes an 
action at the head of the phrase, then to employ the third person plural (3p) pronoun as the subject 
that performs the action on the object. This use of 3p is understood generically with the true focus 
being on the object of the phrase. The tense or aspect is applied to the verb as in other modes.

person   /obj
subj

1s 2s 3 s 1p 2p 3p Inan.

3s/ inanimate ke
-xe

ki
-xi

-ŋo
-(x)o*

-ɓo [kun] -ŋun
-(x)un*

-ɓi

3p -ne -
ni

-no -nëɓo -nun -nëɓi -ni

* refers to variances in the këɗ dialect.

oniyan këni yw̃ëgwënd
oniyan     3p     write-Pg

‘oniyan is written’ (lit. oniyan they write)

Tama axemën xemën bano
Tama If-encourage           Pst-3p-3s

‘Tama was encouraged’ (they encouraged Tama)
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elod ga rëww̃  këne
since  Sr  birth 3p-1s

‘since I was born’ (since they delivered me)

itox indamiŋ këno nëcëɗ 
Nc-child Pos_1s 3p-3s initiate-Ft 

‘my son will be initiated’ (they will initiate my son)

A number of verbs could be termed impersonal verbs. The subject of the phrase takes the form of the 
third person singular (3s) pronoun that performs the action on the object. This would be the same 
form as the inanimate pronoun as subject performing the action on the object indicated. With no 
‘actor’ given, it is understood that something or some circumstance is acting on the individual(s) to 
make them be in the condition suggested by the verb. (In other languages, like English, the object 
here would act as a grammatical subject.) These impersonal verbs must always use the inanimate 
subject pronoun. Some of the verbs that employ this construction are listed here:

aɓal to need
afat to be enthusiastic
afeca to heal
afël to change (one’s) mind
afërus to break out laughing
anemëran to be lost
anëngan to be happy
araç to sleep
asel to be thirsty
axineri to be intoxicated
ayangër to hesitate
ayënën to be shy
aye to be lucky
ayw̃andi to want
aƴëra to be constipated

aɓal ɓal ke end koɗi 1s I need money.
ayw̃andi yw̃andi këɓo oɓëngw 1p we want health.
aye doxi ye 2s you would be lucky.
axineri baŋun xinerind 2p you (pl) were intoxicated.
Icar afërus këŋo fërusënd din 3s Ichar always breaks out laughing.
oɓaçol aƴëra ƴëra këɓi 3p the children are constipated.

The difference between the examples given with the 3p pronoun as the actor and the impersonal 
verbs listed is that, for the former, people or animate subjects in general do the verbal action on the 
expressed object; whereas in the latter case of an impersonal verb, something or a set of inanimate 
circumstances is acting on the expressed object. 

8.6 Negation

The indicative use of negation uses a frame in the form a-...-(ë)na where the a- is prefixed to the 
pronoun and the -na is suffixed to the verb root (usually at the same level of consonantal alternation 
as in the imperative)  and its other suffix modifiers. Rarely does anything come between the 
pronoun and the verb root. However, since it is possible to have an adverb between them, the 
pronoun and verb root are separated. 
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8.6.1 Basic form—near future

With no other affix the tense is near future. This corresponds most closely to the subjunctive form in 
the affirmative.

me ƴamb ‘I’m going to eat’
ame ƴambëna ‘I’m not going to eat’
ame ngë ƴambëna ‘So, I’m not going to eat’

eni cëma ‘they are going to greet you’
ani cëmana ‘they are not going to greet you’

mi pët ‘we are going to throw (it)’ (excl)
ami pëtëna ‘we are not going to throw’
ene pëte ‘we are going to throw (it)’ (incl)
ane pëtëna ‘we are not going to throw (it)’ (incl)

exo nac ‘he is going to dig’
axo nacëna ‘he is not going to dig’

8.6.2 Perfective aspect

For perfective aspect the infix -e- is inserted between the verb root and final negation morpheme.
 

aƴamb ƴamb këme ‘I ate’
ame ƴambena ‘I did not eat’

afët fët këmi ‘we threw (it)’ (excl)
ami pëtena ‘we did not throw’
afët fët këne ‘we threw (it)’ (incl)
ane pëtena ‘we did not throw’ (incl)

anac nac ko ‘he dug’
axo nacena ‘he did not dig’

When the verb root ends in the vowel a, o, or e, and the perfective infix -e- is inserted, the form 
changes to-xë- to avoid a V/V sequence.

axuca xuca këmi ‘I passed you’
ami kuca-e-na  ami kucaxëna ‘I did not pass you’

aço ço ko ‘he limped’
axo co-e-na  axo coxëna ‘he did not limp’

açale çale këƴ ‘you prayed’
aƴ cale-e-na  aƴ calexëna ‘you did not pray’

When the verb terminates in ‘i’ the  final vowel of the verb root is elided and marked by an 
apostrophe, the resulting syllable loss is compensated for by adding -xë-. (A final u on the verb root 
has a grammatical function and is never elided, this is discussed in section 8.7.9.)

alati lati këni ‘they fell’
ani ɗati+e+na  ani ɗat’exëna ‘they did not fall’
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The importance of marking the elision is clear when noting the contrast in orthography between 
similar verbs.

ari ri këme ‘I did (it)’
are re këme ‘I said (it)’
ame di+e+na  ame d’exëna ‘I did not do it’
ame de+e+na  ame dexëna ‘I did not say (it)’

açën çën këŋoye ‘we (dual) slapped him’
açëni çëni këŋoye ‘we (dual) waited for him’
aŋo cën+e+e+na    aŋo cënexena ‘we (dual) did not slap him’
aŋo cëni +e+e+na  aŋo cën’exena ‘we (dual) did not wait for him’

When the past marker -ba or conditional marker -do are employed for perfective aspect in negation, 
they affix to the verb root instead of the pronoun since the pronoun is always before the verb root in 
negation.

ka ƴamb baxo ‘he had already eaten’
axo ƴambëbana ‘he had not eaten’
ka ƴamb doxe ‘we (both) would have already eaten’
axe ƴambëdoxena ‘we (both) would not have eaten’
ganëka ƴamb bami ‘yesterday, we (excl) ate’
ganëka ami ƴambëbana ‘yesterday, we (excl) did not eat’
aƴamb ƴamb doni ‘they would have eaten’ (perfective, occasion lost)
ani ƴambëdona ‘they would not have eaten’ 

8.6.3 Future

The future for the negative uses the same suffix on the verb root, -(ë)ɗ , as is used in the affirmative. 
When added to the verb root in the negative this would create a C/C sequence (-ɗna) which 
necessitates an epenthetic ë (except for the first person plural dual and inclusive forms which attach 
an e to the end of the conjugated verb root.)

açëma këni çëmaɗ ‘they will greet you’
ani cëmaɗëna ‘they will not greet you’

anac ko nacëɗ ‘he will dig’
axo nacëɗëna ‘he will not dig’

aƴamb këne ƴambëɗe ‘we (incl) will eat’
ane ƴambëɗena ‘we (incl) will not eat’

alati ke latiɗe ‘we (dual) will fall’
axe ɗatiɗene ‘we (dual) will not fall’
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 8.6.4 Progressive/ Habitual

The negative of the habitual and progressive uses the same suffix, -(ë)nd, as in the affirmative. It 
observes the same epenthetic pattern as the future.

afët këmi fëtënd ‘we (excl) throw’
ami pëtëndëna ‘we do not throw’

doro këne fëtënde ‘today we (incl) are throwing’ 
ane pëtëndena doro ‘we are not throwing today’

axuca këŋun xucand ‘he passes you (2p)’
aŋun kucandëna ‘he does not pass you (2p)’

8.6.5 Past Progressive, Imperfect, Conditional

The markers for past (-ba-) and conditional (-do-) can attach to the pronoun for non-completed aspect 
just as the pronouns occur before the root to indicate unaccomplished action in the affirmative. 
They can be employed with the progressive marker -(ë)nd on the verb root.    

aww̃ayi bame ww̃ayi ‘I was going to return’
abame ww̃ayina ‘I was not going to return’
aww̃ayi baƴ ww̃ayind ‘you were returning’ (2s)
abaƴ ww̃ayindëna ‘You were not returning’ (2s)
aww̃ayi doxo ww̃ayi ‘he would return’
adoxo ww̃ayina ‘he would not return’
aww̃ayi doxe ww̃ayinde ‘we would be returning’ (dual)
adoxe ww̃ayindena ‘we would not be returning’ (dual)
aww̃ayi doni ww̃ayind ‘they would be returning’ 
adoni ww̃ayindëna ‘they would not be returning’
awëc bax wëc ‘it was going to fall’
abax wëcëna ‘it was not going to fall’

8.6.6 Progressive action 

The negation of progressive action also employs ahi with the preposition në and the nominalization 
of the verb. The past and conditional infixes (-ba- and -do-, respectively) can be used here as well.

n’emac exo
axo g’ena n’emac

‘he is (in the act of) callilng’
‘he is not (in the act of) calling’

n’emac ebaxo
axo gibana n’emac

‘he was calling’
‘he was not calling’

n’emac edoxo
axo gidona n’emac

‘he could be calling’
‘he would not be calling’

n’emac ko hiɗ
axo giɗëna n’emac

‘he will be calling’
‘he will not be calling’
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8.6.7 Negative imperative

The frame to express the imperative or obligation in the negative is kër....na. The future, conditional, 
and progressive aspect markers may be included.  The form for 2s uses the 2s pronoun -eƴ after the 
beginning morpheme of the negation frame. A commonly heard variance is këro instead of këreƴ but 
this is not considered grammatically correct by those who speak the language well. The form for 2p 
uses the 2p pronoun -en. To contrast the negative with the affirmative equivalent, the subjunctive is 
used with the frame employed around it. The negative imperative does not use the -l or -in suffixes 
used in affirmative imperatives.

eƴ ƴe fën ‘(may) you go there’ këreƴ ƴena fën ‘do not go there!’
eƴ ƴexëɗ fën ‘you will go there’ këreƴ ƴexëɗëna fën ‘you will not go there!’
eƴ ƴexënd fën ‘you go there (always)’ këreƴ ƴexëndëna fën ‘do not (ever) go there!’ 
eƴ ƴedo ‘would that you go’ këreƴ ƴedona ‘would that you do not go!’
en ƴe ‘you go’ (2p) këren ƴena ‘do not go!’ (2p)

For the imperative with an animated direct object, subject-object pronoun is attached to the prefix. 
The pronoun must be attached to a prefix (never separated) whether in the affirmative or negative 
and thus are not individual words.

eƴe cëma ‘(may you) greet me’ (2s) këreƴe cëmana ‘do not greet me!’ (2s)
eƴo ngë cëma ‘so greet him’ këreƴo ngë cëmana ‘so, do not greet him!’
eƴëɓo cema ‘(may you) greet us’ këreƴëɓo cemana ‘do not greet us!’
eƴëɓi cëma ‘greet them’ këreƴëɓi cëmana ‘do not greet them!’ 

ene cëma ‘greet me’ (2p) kërene cëmana ‘do not greet me!’ (2p)
eno cëma ‘greet him’ këreno cëmana ‘do not greet him!’
enëɓo cema ‘greet us’ kërenëɓo cemana ‘do not greet us!’
enëɓi cëma ‘greet them’ kërenëɓi cëmana ‘do not greet them!’ 

eƴe cëmand ‘greet me (habit)’ (2s) këreƴe cëmandëna ‘do not greet me (habit)!’ (2s)

enëɓo cëmaɗ ‘you will greet us’ (2p) kërenëɓo cëmaɗëna ‘you will not greet us!’ (2p)

8.6.8 Negative obligation

For negative obligation which is not a direct imperative, directed to the first or third persons, the 
pronoun subject or subject-object (with affix e-) is attached to the prefix of the frame kër ...na. (Note 
that for the first person in the affirmative mi there is no e- prefix.) 

exo ƴe fën ‘he must go there’
kërexo ƴena fën ‘he must not go there!’

eni ƴeɗ fën ‘that they will go there’
këreni ƴeɗëna fën ‘they will not go there!’

exe cëma ‘he must greet me’
kërexe cëmana ‘he must not greet me!’

mo cëma ‘we must greet him’ (excl)
këremo cëma ‘we must not greet him!’

enëŋo cëmaye ‘we must greet him’ (incl) 
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kërenëŋo cëmayena we must not greet him!’

eŋo cëmaye ‘we must greet him’ (dual) 
këreŋo cëmayena we must not greet him!’

eɓi cëmand ‘he must greet them (habit)’
këreɓi cëmandëna ‘he must not greet them (habit)!’

mi cëmado ‘I should greet you’
këremi cëmadona ‘I should not greet you!’

A dialectal variation is sometimes encountered where the vowel o replaces the e. These two manners 
of expression are interchangeable. Persons from the same village or family can use either one. For 
standardization of the orthography, the e is used exclusively.

[këroxo] kërexo ƴena ‘he must not go’
[këroni] këreni ƴeɗëna fën ‘he will not go there!’
[këroɓi] këreɓi cëmandëna ‘he must not greet them (habit)!’
[këroƴo] këreƴo cëmana ‘don’t greet him!’

8.7 Verbal derivations

Morphemes that modify the verb root are suffixed to the root deriving new verbs. Whenever more 
than one affix (or suffixes that follow a verb root that terminates in a consonant) cause a C/C 
sequence, the neutral vowel ë is inserted between consonants. The order of affixes is fixed and no 
other words can intervene. Thus, they are all attached to the verb root and are not words themselves. 
These affixes change the nature of the infinitive of the verb as they are attached to both the 
infinitive and conjugated verb in those conjugations that include both.

-(ë)t inversive—undo an action
-aya reflexive—action done to self
-(ë)r reciprocal action 
-(ë)n causative/benefactive—action done for someone/thing else
-a specific—specifying function of verb complement, lexically determined
-eli unintentional—action exceeds original goal
-(ë)li action done in absence of interlocutor
-(ë)x distanciative—action accomplished away from the elocution.
-u, -w, -gu distanciative/return—action accomplished away from but on returning to 

the elocution
-axën subordinate verb possible as result of conjugated verb

8.7.1 Inversive

The suffix -(ë)t on the verb root serves to reverse the action of the verb root.

aɓen aɓenët açon açonët
‘to stretch’ ‘to loosen’ ‘to hide’ ‘to reveal’
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açeri açerit aɓara aɓarat
‘to wind’ ‘to unwind’ ‘to be in rhythm’ ‘to be out of rhythm’

8.7.2 Reflexive

The suffix -aya on the verb root indicates reflexive action done to self.
 

anëkon anëkonaya anang anangaya
‘to look’ ‘to look at self (mirror)’ ‘to know’ ‘to know self’

ayw̃ëgw ayw̃ëgwaya alaww̃ alaww̃aya
‘to write’ ‘to enroll’ ‘to kill’ ‘commit suicide’

8.7.3 Reciprocal

Reciprocal action is indicated by the suffix -(ë)r on the verb root. The subject must always be in the 
plural when employing this modifier since two or more actors are acting on each other.

afela afelar ahand ahandër
‘to say good-bye’ ‘...to each other’ ‘to love’ ‘...each other’

awël awëlër asëf asëfër
‘to hear’ ‘to understand each other’ ‘to follow’ ‘...each other’

8.7.4 Causative/Benefactive

To indicate that an action is done for another purpose or person, -(ë)n is suffixed to the verb root.

ayeri ayerin aƴe aƴen
‘to nurse’ (baby) ‘to breast-feed’ (mother) ‘to go’ ‘to go get’

aƴamb aƴambën afex afexën
‘to eat’ ‘to feed’ ‘to pull through’ ‘to save (a person)’

8.7.5 Specific

The suffix -a on the verb root creates a new stem which gives it a more specific or limited meaning.  
The nature of this specification is determined lexically according to the verb employed.

aneɓ aneɓa afes afesa
‘to wash’ ‘to wash one’s hands’ ‘to flow’ ‘to flow on a body’ 

awat awata aɓak aɓaka
‘to see’ ‘to notice’ ‘to slip on a bracelet’ ‘to slip on a bracelet’ 

(self)
asëf asëfa alëk alëka
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‘to follow’ ‘to follow behind’ ‘to catch’ ‘to grab onto’

açëkw açëkwa alayw̃ alayw̃a
‘to praise’ ‘to thank’ ‘to lick’ ‘to lick one’s lips’

8.7.6 Unintentional

An action done that exceeds the original goal—unintentionally—is indicated by the suffix -eli.

ka neɓ këmi oyënga’ŋ
already wash 1s Nc-clothes-Def

‘I washed the clothes’

ka neɓeli këmi er ebax gër jifa in
     wash-Ex 1s Rel Cp-Pst-3i Loc pocket Def

‘I washed by accident what was in the pocket’

anis ‘to be smooth’
    aniseli ‘to slip’

ka ƴamb ko enapel
     eat 3s Nc-soup-Def

‘he ate the porridge’

ka ƴambeli këŋo eñoŋën
       eat-Ex      3s-3s  Nc-fly

‘he ate (by mistake) a fly’

8.7.7 Action done in absence of another

When an action is done in the absence of someone the suffix -(ë)li is added to the verb root.

afat ‘to sweep’
ka fatëli këme aciww̃aŋ ‘I swept the hut in your absence’

ka fatëli ko aciww̃aŋ ‘he swept the hut in his absence’

8.7.8 Distanciative

An action that is accomplished away from the point of elocution is suffixed with -(ë)x.

ayël ‘to give’
Tama yëlëx këŋo Pena kodi ‘Tama gave some money to Pena there’ (distant location)

ka ɓakax ko ‘he returned there’ 
axo ɓakaxena ‘he did not return there’ 
awat këmo watëxëɗ ‘I will see him there (but I’m not returning)’
cëmaxëɗo ‘greet him/ her there’

8.7.9 Distanciative/return (-u, -w or -(ë)gu)

The suffix marking action at a distance from the point of elocution but on returning to the point of 
elocution can be marked in three manners: -(ë)gu, -u, or -w. The first as -gu is used following a verb 
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ending in a vowel and as -ëgu following a verb ending in a consonant; similarly, -u is used exclusively 
with verb roots ending in a consonant and the -w exclusively with verb roots ending in a vowel in 
order to preserve CV and CVC sequences, respectively. When the suffix -gu or -u is employed in the 
negation formula with completed action, an epenthetic w is inserted to divide what would be a V/V 
sequence.

Tama yëlëgu këŋo Pena kodi
Tama    give-Dst 3s-3s   Pena money

‘Tama gave money to Pena there’ 

This example contrasts with the first example in the previous section. In both instances the action 
took place away from the point of elocution. In the first example neither party mentioned is at the 
point of elocution. In the second instance either or both parties are at the point of elocution.

ka watëgu këmo Tama gër lumo
already see-Dst 3s-3s Tama Loc market

‘I saw (there) Tama at the market’

awat këmo watuɗ
If-see   1s-3s   see-Dst-Ft

‘I will see him there (and return)’ 

amo watu+e+na  amo watuwena
Ng-1s-3s see-Dst+Pc+Ng

‘I did not see him there’

ka ɓakaw ko
already return-Dst 3s

‘he returned’ (here from there)

aɓaka ko ɓakagu ‘he is going to return here’
axo ɓakawena ‘he did not return’
axo ɓakagu+e+na  axo ɓakaguwena ‘he did not return’

8.7.10 Multiple modifiers

A number of suffixes can be used in succession.  The order of suffixation is fixed and there can be 
nothing other than verbal suffixes in the chain. The weaker vowel i is elided just as when it 
terminates the verb root as, in effect, the suffix forms a new verb stem. Epenthesis of the neutral 
vowel ë is observed to avoid C/C sequences. The order of suffixes follows that in which they were 
presented above. As indicated in the table below some suffixes can not appear together; the 
semantics of reciprocal versus reflexive, two types of distanciative action, etc., preclude all suffixes 
from being employed together. 

root -t -n -aya -eli -li -x
-a -u, -w, -gu

-r

aɓuyar ‘to be dirty’
aɓuyarën ‘to make dirty’
aɓuyarënaya ‘to make oneself dirty’

The modifiers attach to the verb to create, in effect, a new verb stem. Negation, tense markers, and 
pronouns are positioned consistently around the new verb stem in the same manner as without the 
modifying suffixes. The two distanciative modifiers (with the second having three variations) do not 
attach to the infinitive as do the other modifiers; they affix only to the conjugated verb root or stem.

ka neɓ këme oyënga’ŋ ‘I washed the clothes’
ka neɓën këmi oyënga’ŋ ‘I washed the clothes for you’
oyënga’ŋ këmi neɓënëɗ ‘I will wash the clothes for you’
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ka neɓënëli këmi oyënga’ŋ ‘I washed the clothes for you in your 
absence’

ami neɓënëlibana oyënga’ŋ ‘I had not washed the clothes for you in 
your absence

ami neɓënël’exëna oyënga’ŋ ‘I did not wash the clothes for you in your 
absence

ka neɓënelili këmi er ebax gër jifa in  ‘I accidentally washed for you in your 
absence what was in the pocket’

ka neɓënelilix ki er ebax gër jifa in  ‘He accidentally washed for you in your 
absence there what was in the pocket’ 

aneɓënelili këŋo neɓëneliliwënd er ex gër jifa in
If-wash-Bf-Ex-Ab 3s-3s wash-Bf-Ex-Ab-Dst-Pg Rel Cp Loc pocket Def
‘He is accidentally washing for him in his absence there what is in the pocket’

8.7.11 Possiblity

An additional morpheme, -axën (-xën), added to the subordinate verb in a phrase communicates the   
subordinated action is possible as the result of the conjugated verb action. Word order can be 
changed but it remains fixed to the subordinate verb. Although it functions much like a subordinate 
conjunction in a purposive clause, its position affixed to the verb root gives it a derivational nature. 
It cannot function independently as it must be in a subordinate clause. This is discussed under 
subordinate propositions in section 11.3.3.

dëxëtël añëparaŋ eƴ pataxën aciww̃aŋ 
remove-Imp Nc-bench-Def 2s sweep-Py Nc-hut-Def

‘remove the bench in order for you to sweep the house’
eƴ pataxënu aciww̃aŋ, dëxëtël añëpara’ŋ

‘in order for you to sweep the house, remove the bench’

The function of the affix can be seen more clearly with the contrast of two similar phrases.

hër ko eŋo wat eñambeŋ
run   3s  3s-3s see Nc-elephant-Def

‘he ran to see the elephant’

hër ko eŋo wataxën eñambeŋ
‘he ran in order to see the elephant’ (to have the possibility)

In the first example the subject ran to see but very well would have seen the elephant anyway, In 
the second example the subject ran expressly to be able to see or have the possibilty to see the 
elephant and likely would not have seen it otherwise.

In negative contructions, -axën fixes to the verb root within the negation frame.

seɓu bame çafuna in gër aciww̃  kërexo neɓaxënëdona Pena oyënga’ŋ
abandon-Dst Pst-1s soap Def Loc hut   Ng-3s     wash-Py-Cd-Ng     Pena  clothes-Def
‘I had left the soap at the house that Pena must not (have the possibilty to) wash the clothes.’
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Other derivational suffixes can also be used in combination with the subordinate verb.

  ka yël këmo Pena çafuna exi neɓënaxëneli oyënga’ŋ
already give 1s-3s Pena soap       3s-2s wash-Py-Ab      clothes-Def

‘I gave soap to Pena in order for her to wash clothes for you in your absence.’

8.7.12 Nominalizing derivations

Most verbal actions can be nominalized. This is accomplished by using the second level of consonant 
alternation and the noun class markings of Class 7. The plural form of these nominalized derivations 
usually corresponds to Class 11. These are employed to communicate progressive action as shown in 
sections 8.2.2.4 and 8.6.6. Other verbs, in addition to the action can nominalize the product of the 
action in noun Class 12 or Class 13 for the plural form.

awis to vomit açale to pray
ebis act of vomiting ecale act of praying
owis vomitings oçale prayings
mbis vomit cale prayer
ɓëmbis vomits ɓëcale prayers

asëf to follow
awac to belch etëf act of following
ebac act of belching osëf followings
owac belchings
mbac burp açëm to close mouth
ɓëmbac burps ecëm act of closing 

mouth
oçëm closings of mouth

asowe to whistle aɓopa to fold
etowe act of whistling eɓopa act of folding
osowe whistlings oɓopa foldings

Employing the 3s inanimate subject and the desired object in the e- prefixed pronoun form following 
a nominalized action with its definite article communicates the idea of ‘ready for’.

e-ɗaç-el   exe
Nc-sleep-Def 3i-1s

‘I am ready to sleep’

oñ’oŋ eɓi ‘they are ready to depart’

eƴambel eŋun ‘you (pl) are ready to eat’

eɗilel eŋo ‘he is ready to enter’

Additionally, most verb infinitives can be nominalized as the person or persons doing the action 
with the noun class markers of classes 1 and 2, respectively. In the case of a person, the word 
appears identical to the infinitive. The difference is clear in the context as well as the fact that the 
noun can be employed with definite article, demonstrative, and relative pronoun.

ahër to run afat to sweep
ahëran the runner afat sweeper
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ɓëhër runners ɓëfat ɓëjo these sweepers

9. Adverbs

Adverbs are invariable and do not have a fixed position in the phrase. Usually, they follow the verb 
but they can precede the verb or occur at the beginning of a phrase. They can be used in isolation 
and are therefore written as individual words.

ka ƴow ko ataŋ ‘he came immediately’
ataŋ ƴow ko ‘immediately, he came’

mëlaw menoŋ, ɓaçu ɓët ‘bring some water, increase it again’
ka ww̃ay bamo, ɓët bakaw ko ‘I chased him away, again he came back’

locative adverbs

There are a number of locative adverbs, as discussed together with demonstratives.

ro ‘here’ na ‘there’
fën ‘over there’ fëco ‘there (far)’
caw ‘far’

temporal adverbs

The most common adverbs are those that express the time of an action.

gako now gogo soon
pakëc often din always
ataŋ immediately laŋ still
bërëxadët ‘all of a sudden’ ɓend mar ‘sometimes’

doro ‘today’ ecan ‘tomorrow’
ganëka ‘yesterday’ nambik ‘after tomorrow’
yatin ‘two days ago’ çawën ‘in three days’
doyëjo ‘this year’ çana ‘in a year’
nuba ‘last year’ çanaraw ‘in two years’
niyin ‘2 years ago’ ‘çana ir gaŋ in 3 years’
nilexin ‘3 years ago’ eceɗ ‘just now’

modal adverbs

Though not many, there are modal adverbs which express the way in which an action is performed.

aye
aye fat këƴ
aye raç ke

‘good, well’
‘you swept well’
‘I slept well’
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duƴ
duƴ yëpin këni

‘justly’
‘justly you were corrected’

eceɗ hw̃atu këme ‘I just arrived’

endëmane
dil endëmane

‘softly, gently’
‘be careful!’ (do gently)

ideophones

A subgroup of modal adverbs are the ideophones which are used to act as intensifiers for many 
verbs. Oniyan is rich in ideophones, many of which are onomatopoeic. They are mobile in the 
clause. They are typically associated with only one verb or a limited number of verbs in the same 
semantic domain.

ɗup
ɗup hër ko yirëxëni
hër ko yirëxëni ɗup

completely (disappeared in running)
poof! the hyena ran away.
the hyena ran away, poof!

ñat
añaficaŋ wed këŋo icare iŋ ñat

rapidly (to grab or snatch)
the hawk took the chick, zip!

ñët
laŋëtin sëf këŋo ñët amëngaŋ

close behind
the dog chased (on the heels) the monkey

kway
aɓanjan rigu ko kway gër atëx

light produced in blinking action
the sorcerer did zap in the tree.

ɗar-ɗar
wëñ ko baloŋin ɗar-ɗar

flatly (trample)
he trampled over the ball, bam!

ɓiw
epëkelel hël këŋo ɓiw eñoŋëneŋ

swallowing briskly in a single motion
the toad swallowed the fly, gulp!

10. The Simple Clause

Oniyan  is  basically  an  S-V-O  (subject-verb-object)  language.  Simple  clauses  are  composed  of  a 
conjugated verb with one or more nominal groups. A minimal clause, then, consists normally of a  
subject followed by a verb. (In sections 5.4 and 8.1 non-verbal clauses were discussed which consist  
of an e- prefixed pronoun subject following a complement which may be a noun, adjective, adverb, 
or prepositional phrase. While such clauses would be included as simple clauses, the discussion is 
not repeated here.) However, focalization plays an important part in the clause construction. The 
first word of the clause is put into focus. This is usually determined by the context or in answer to a  
question. A degree of flexibility in word order is therefore allowed.

Beginning with a basic sentence with subject, verb, direct and indirect objects:

  S            V                  DO        IO
Tama nacën këŋo andu Endëxa
Tama    dig-Bf   3s-3s   well    Endëxa

‘Tama dug a well for Endëxa.’

In answer to the question:

1. What did Tama do for Endëxa?  Ine rin këŋo Tama Endëxa?
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The response could be: 

  S            DO        V                 IO
Tama andu nacën këŋo Endëxa
Tama  Nc-well  dig-Bf   3s-3s  Endëxa

‘Tama dug a well for Endëxa.’

By moving the word for ‘well’ up in the phrase, the emphasis is that the digging of a well was what  
was done for Endëxa.

2. What did Tama do with Endëxa’s well?  Ine ri ko Tama gër andu and Endëxa?
The response could be:

  V        V            S         DO                  IO 
Anac nac ko Tama andu and Endëxa aŋ 
If-dig            3s   Tama  Nc-well rel  Endëxa   Def

‘Tama dug Endëxa’s well.’

In the second response above, the infinitive form of the verb begins the phrase to emphasize that ‘to 
dig’ was done to the well. The benefactive suffix -n is not present since the question asks what was 
done with the well, not for Endëxa.

3. Who dug a well for Endëxa? No nacën këŋo and’aŋ Endëxa?

  S            V                  DO        IO
Tama nacën këŋo andu Endëxa
Tama   dig-for 3s-3s   Endëxa   Nc-well

‘  Tama   dug a well for Endëxa?’

Maintaining the standard order answers the question best since the subject is what is asked for.

4. Whose well did Tama dig? Andu and no nac ko Tama?

DO        IO      V             S
and Endëxa nac ko Tama
Rel    Endëxa    dig-ben 3s  Tama

‘Endëxa’s  (well) Tama dug.’ 

In this construction it is not possible to ask ‘Tama dug a well for whom?’ which uses the benefactive 
suffix. The more natural question is ‘Whose well did Tama dig?’. The response brings the item asked 
for to the head of the phrase. (In section 10.2 below is an example with a more clearly defined 
indirect object which is fronted when the question asks for it:

No këŋo yëlëɗ çambënjarin icasiŋ? ‘To whom will the young man give the knife?’
IO                     V                S               DO
Itoxiŋ këŋo yëlëɗ çambënjarin icasiŋ.     ‘To the child will the young man give the knife.’)
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5. What did Tama dig for Endëxa? Ine nacën këŋo Endëxa Tama?

  DO          V                  S         IO
Andu nacën këŋo Tama Endëxa
A-ndu nac-n këŋo Tama Endëxa
Nc-well   dig-for 3s-3s Tama Endëxa

‘Tama dug a well for Endëxa.’

The direct object is asked for and it, likewise, is moved to the head of the phrase in the response.

 
The focus of a subject can also affect the employment of the pronoun from the animate to inanimate 
form.

Tama nac ko andu ‘Tama dug a well’
Tama   dig   3s  well

Tama nacëk andu ‘It was Tama who dug a well’
Tama    dig-3i   well

With the inclusion of the animate subject and employing the inanimate pronoun with the verb the 
subject is given greater emphasis.

10.1 Declarative
The  minimal  declarative  clause  consists  of  a  subject  and  verb.  The  clause  construction  can  be 
represented as follows:

(T) (L) S V (DO) (IO) (A)

(where T is a temporal group, L is a locative group, S is the functional subject, V a verb, DO the  
group functioning as direct object, IO the group functioning as indirect object, and A an adverb).  
Items in parenthesis are optional to the clause.

T            L                 S              V                 DO       IO       A 
Nuba gër Ecolo emuneŋ yeɓën këɓi ifeyw̃ oɓaçol bërëxadët
last-year at    Etiolo   chief- Def  give       3s-3p sheep Nc-child-Def suddenly

‘Last year in Etiolo, the chief gave the children a sheep all of a sudden.’

The order of the elements is fairly flexible, especially the groups expressing time, location, and other  
adverbs. The subject and object order is normally standard unless there is need for focalization as  
noted above.

T               A       S            V                    IO        DO         L 
Ganëka ɓët emuneŋ yeɓën këɓi oɓaçol ifey gër Ecolo
yesterday  again chief- Def  give  3s-3p Nc-child-Def sheep Loc Etiolo

Yesterday again the chief gave the children a sheep in Etiolo.

10.1.1 Transitive (one object)
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Transitive clauses generally follow S-V-O word order.

S            V                O
Itoxiŋ lama ko epëña'ŋ
Nc-child-Def follow 3s   Nc-road-Def

The child followed the road.

S               V           O
Pata ka hw̃as ko edaɓana'l
Pata already cut 3s  Nc-papaya-Def

Pata cut the papaya.

10.1.2 Bitransitive (two objects)

Two examples of bitransitive phrases were given previously above. The order of the two objects is  
flexible.

S                    V               IO                             DO
Asapan ka fel këŋo asoxar arexëman engaçaxeŋ
smith-Def already say 3s-3s woman Rel-Pos_3s-Def Nc-news-Det

The smith told his wife the news.

S                         V                        DO    IO
Çambënjarin ayël këŋo yël icas itoxiŋ.
young man-Def   If-give 3s-3s give Nc-knife Nc-child-Def 

The young man is going to give a knife to the child.

10.1.3 Intransitive

The most basic independent clause is intransitive with the subject preceding the verb.

S                   V
Emuneŋ aɓaxët ko ɓaxëtënd.
Nc-chief-Def If-listen  3s  listen-Pg

The chief listens.

S                   V
Oɓaçol ka raf këni.
Nc-child-Def already grow 3p

The children have grown.

10.2 Interrogative

To make a declarative into an interrogative clause,  nde is  inserted into the phrase.  The word is 
mobile and can follow a particular word in question that is placed at the beginning of the phrase for  
focus. Although such focus upsets the overall word order, the clause still observes S-V-DO-IO order 
for the non-focused elements that remain.
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Çambënjarin ayël këŋo yël icas itoxiŋ.
young man-Def   If-give 3s-3s give Nc-knife Nc-child-Def 

‘The young man is going to give a knife to the child.’

Çambënjarin ayël nde këŋo yël icas itoxiŋ?
‘Is the young man going to give a knife to the child?’

Çambënjarin nde këŋo yël icas itoxiŋ?
‘Is it the young man (or someone else) who is going to give a knife to the child?

Itoxiŋ nde këŋo yël çambënjarin icas?
‘Is it to the child the young man is going to give a knife (or to someone else)?

Icas nde këŋo yël çambënjarin itoxiŋ?
‘Is it a knife the young man is going to give to the child (or something else)?

These types of questions elicit a yes-no response.

-- Çambënjarin ayël nde këŋo yël icas itoxiŋ?
‘Is the young man going to give a knife to the child?’

--Iyo
‘Yes.’

or

--O-oye
‘No.’

The interrogative marker can be inserted similarly in a negative phrase.

Çambënjarin aŋo yëlëna icas itoxiŋ.
young man-Def Ng-3s-3s give-Ng knife child-Def 

‘The young man is not going to give a knife to the child.’

Çambënjarin aŋo yëlëna nde icas itoxiŋ.
‘Is the young man not going to give a knife to the child.’

The response that affirms the truth of this negation is the word for “no” o-oye. If the positive is the 
truth, a positive statement is given to correct the misunderstanding. There is no equivalent to the 
French si with which to respond.

--Çambënjarin aŋo yëlëna nde icas itoxiŋ.
‘Is the young man not going to give a knife to the child.’

--ayël këŋo yël
‘he is going to give it to him’

In addition to these global questions that elicit a yes or no answer, are partial questions that seek 
particular information. These make use of the interrogative pronouns.
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no ine niye fe ine wa...axën ine cëŋ ake

‘who’ ‘what’ ‘when’ ‘where’ ‘why’ (what cause) ‘why’ (negative mood) ‘how’

The clause structure is less flexible for partial questions. The interrogative words usually come at the 
beginning of the clause. The subsequent responses usually place what is asked for at the beginning  
of the clause as well putting the asked for item in focus.

T            L                  S                     V                     DO      IO

Ecan gër aciww̃ , çambënjarin ayël këŋo yëlëɗ icas itoxiŋ.
tomorrow Loc-hut young man-Def If-give 3s-3s give-Ft knife child-Def 

‘Tomorrow at the hut the young man will give the child a knife’
No këŋo yëlëɗ icasiŋ itoxiŋ ecan?

‘Who will give the child the knife tomorrow?’
Çambënjarin këŋo yëlëɗ itoxiŋ icasiŋ. 

‘The young man will give the child the knife.’

No këŋo yëlëɗ çambënjarin icasiŋ?
‘To whom will the young man give the knife?’

Itoxiŋ këŋo yëlëɗ çambënjarin icasiŋ.
‘To the child will the young man give the knife.’

Ine këŋo yëlëɗ çambënjarin itoxiŋ ecan?
‘What will the young man give the child tomorrow?’

Icas këŋo yëlëɗ çambënjarin itoxiŋ ecan.
‘A knife will the young man give to the child tomorrow.’

Niye këŋo yëlëɗ çambënjarin icasiŋ itoxiŋ?
‘When will the young man give the child the knife?’

Ecan këŋo yëlëɗ çambënjarin icasiŋ itoxiŋ.
‘Tomorrow the young man will give the knife to the child.

Fe këŋo yëlëɗ çambënjarin icasiŋ itoxiŋ?
‘Where will the young man give the child the knife?’

Gër aciwỹ  këŋo yëlëɗ çambënjarin icasiŋ itoxiŋ.
‘At the house the young man will give the child the knife.’

Ine wa këŋo yëlaxënëɗ çambënjarin icasiŋ itoxiŋ?
‘Why will the young man give the child the knife?’ (for what purpose)

Exo kacaxën engux end emeci eŋ, këŋo yëlaxënëɗ çambënjarin icasiŋ itoxiŋ
‘In order for him to cut the goat’s rope, the young man will give the child the knife.’
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Ine cëŋ këŋo yëlëɗ çambënjarin icas itoxiŋ?
‘Why will the young man going give the child a knife?’ (he shouldn’t)

Ake çambënjarin këŋo yëlëɗ icasiŋ itoxiŋ?
‘How will the young man give the child the knife?’

Cëxwër-cëxw çambënjarin këŋo yëlëɗ icasiŋ itoxiŋ.
‘Hand-to-hand the young man will give the child the knife.’

10.3 Imperative

The minimal imperative clause is  composed of a verb in the imperative mode (see section 8.3). 
Generally,  the  subject  is  not  included  as  well  as  other  peripheral  elements  (direct  and indirect  
objects, locatives and temporals), but they can be included as well.

Ƴel! ‘Go!’
Ƴow ro! ‘Come here!’
Peɗal! ‘Get down!’
Teɓëlo! ‘Let him alone!’

10.4 Interjections

There are a number of interjections that can come in conjunction with a phrase or appear alone.

Iyo ‘Yes’
O-oye ‘No’
A-aye ‘No’
Awa ‘Okay’
Ala! ‘Adversative exclamation of suprise or incredulity’
Xëhw̃! ‘Attention’
Ehw̃! ‘Attention’
Ayi! ‘Cry of pain’

Oniyan is also rich in onomatopoeia with many words employed to indicate the sounds made by 
animal life or things in motion. These are employed as interjections in the context of an account of 
events or folk tales or as adverbs when used with the verb they modify (see section 9).

bëru-bëru ‘noise of water overflowing’
kekëlerakëler ‘cock-a-doodle-doo (sound of rooster)’
xixëƴ ‘noise of slaughtering animal with axe’
bënëmëraŋ ‘noise of something dead that one slams down’

11. Complex Sentence Structures

A complex sentence is characterized by at least two propositions, which are coordinated, 
subordinated, or compared in some manner.
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11.1 Coordination

The following conjunctions permit the coordinating of two or more independent propositions.

a) ata ‘then, after’
b) gayik ‘because’
c)   ɓari ‘but’
d) ba ‘or’
e) do ‘and’
f) mëŋ ‘so’ (as a consequence)

Examples:

a)  yw̃aro ireƴin ƴow ko ro ata ɓaka ko
    cat   Rel-2s-Def come 3s here then leave 3s

‘your cat came here then he left again’
    Icar ww̃ayi ko, ɓuyira ko, ata lati ko 
    Icar go-home 3s   bathe     3s   then lie   3s

‘Icar went home, bathed, then lied down’
b)  ane ƴeyena gër gako gayik axo kënënaraxëna
    Ng-1p go-Excl-Ng Loc now because Ng-3s prepare-Pc-Ng

‘we (excl) are not leaving now because he is not prepared’
     ani ƴowëna doro gayik larin ka yëmëk
    Ng-3p come-Ng today because stream already overflow-3i

‘they are not coming today because the stream has overflowed’
     gayik ɓëliyer ɓën ecan këni ƴow  gër iciww̃  këne ɓayiɗe
    because Nc-visitor Def tomorrow 3p come  Loc   hut    1p     stay-Ft-Incl

‘because the visitors will come tomorrow, we will stay at the house’

c)  owëd yw̃andi ke ɓari ax tëgena pere.
     Nc-mango want 1s  but   Ng-3i ripe-Pc-Ng yet

‘I want some mangoes but they are not ripe yet’
     exo ñër yw̃andi këŋo ɓari axo g’ena gë koɗi
      3s   marry want    3s      but   Ng-3s be-Pc-Ng with money

‘he wants to marry but he does not have any money’ (lit. he isn’t with money)
     ɓësoxar ɓësas lap këɓi ɓari açëxen yw̃andi këŋo
      Nc-woman three  bury 3s-3p but    another  want      3s

‘he has lost three wives but he wants another one.

d)  eƴ ƴow ba eƴo dawënëli itox
       2s come or 2s-3s send-Ab child

‘you come or you send a child’
    ene ƴeye gogo ba ene ɓayiye ro and doro aŋ
     1p go-Incl now      or   1p   stay-Incl here Rel today Def

‘we (incl) leave now or we stay here for today’
    aciw¯ ko ɓaƴëɗ ba kuluŋ ko fësëɗ
     hut     3s build-Ft   or   canoe 3s   hew-Ft

‘he will build a house or he will hew out a canoe’
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e) (yirëxëni) çëpët këɓi, ww̃ëla këɓi gër ndexëm, do çëɗ këɓi (oxan)
‘he (hyena) took them from the water, he brought them home, and he cooked 
them (fish)’

f) gër lumo ƴe bani, mëŋ  yëcu këni oyeŋen
    Loc market  go Pst-3p   so      buy-Dst 3p   Nc-egg    

‘they had gone to the market so (as a consequence) they bought eggs’
    açandawën ka çan ko gër ndeɓën, mëŋ ɓayik amo watëna
    my_friend    already exit 3s Loc their_home so   remain-3i Ng-1s-3s see-Ng

‘my friend went out from their house, so I won’t see him.’
inëmatayiŋ ka çon këŋo yw̃acongoniŋ mëŋ ɓayik sëm aŋo ŋaçëna
boy-Def     already hide 3s-3s  rooster-Def       so remain-3i  father Ng-3s-3s sacrifice-Ng

‘the boy hid the rooster, so his father won’t sacrifice it’

11.2 Juxtaposition

Two independent propostitions can be juxtaposed one after the other to contrast them with or 
without a coordinating conjunction.

maka axo nedena, dëxaf ned ko
corn    Ng-3s plant-Pc-Ng millet plant 3s

‘he did not plant corn, he planted millet’

maka axo nedena, ɓari dëxaf ned ko
‘he did not plant corn, but he planted millet’

maka axo nedena, gayik dëxaf ned ko
‘he did not plant corn, because he planted millet’

11.3 Subordination

In this type of complex sentence, one proposition is subordinated to another. Oniyan has several 
ways of producing such phrases.

11.3.1 Completive subordinate propostitions

In this type of complex sentence, the subordinate proposition is the object of the verb of the 
principal proposition.
There may or may not be intervening morphemes between the primary and subordinate propositions. 
A complementizer, mëne, often comes between the two propostitions. It also can be used to introduce 
indirect speech.

Pena fel këŋo Cara mëne itox këŋo çot. 
Pena tell   3s-3s   Cara   that  Nc-child 3s-3s have

‘Pena told Chara that she is going to have a child.’ 

Ɓësoxar ɓën nang këni mëne emuneŋ ka ƴe ko.
Nc-woman Def know   3p    that    chief-Def already go 3s

‘the women knew that the chief already departed.
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Ɓësoçan ɓën yëla këni mëne oyeƴan oŋo ax gibana ɗal
Nc-man    Def think   3p     that  Nc-word   Dem Ng-3i be-Pst-Ng true

‘The men thought that these words were not true’

Pata re ko mëne açen çen ki.
pata    do  3s   that   If-be crazy 3i-3s

‘Pata said that you are crazy.’

The same complex sentences can be constructed without mëne intervening.

Pena fel këŋo Cara itox këŋo çot. 
‘Pena told Chara she is going to have a son.’

Ɓësoxar ɓën nang këni emuneŋ ka ƴe ko.
‘the women knew the chief already departed.

Ɓësoçan ɓën yëla këni oyeƴan oŋo ax gibana ɗal
‘The men thought these words were not true’

The subordinate propostions in these examples (with and without mëne) are, in fact independent 
propositions that could stand alone. However, because they are completing the primary proposition, 
they are considered in these sentences to be subordinate propostions.

The completive subordinate proposition often takes the form of the subjunctive, immediately 
following the primary proposition.

Kali çala baxo eɓi ñëgw ɓela ɓën ‘Kali sought to count the people’
Kali   seek Pt-3s    3s-3p   count  people Def

Ayw̃andi yw̃andi ke eƴ ƴambëra gër ndam. ‘I want you to eat at my place’
If-want   want    1s  2s    eat            Loc   Pos-1s

When the complement to the primary proposition is a nominal that is to do something, the 
subjunctive form follows the nominal. The nominal together with its accompanying subjunctive 
verbal is the complement to the primary proposition. 

Ka çëɓan këmëni ɓër andëyen andam ɓën eni cëma 
already forbid 1s-3p   Rel   work         Rel-Pos_1s Def 3s-2s greet

‘I forbid my workers to greet you’

Pena ww̃ac këŋo Cara exo tëka gër eƴambëran
Pena    call   3s-3s   Cara  3s    come  Loc  Nc-eat-Def

‘Pena called Cara to come to eat.’

11.3.2 Relative subordinate propostions

Relative subordinate propositions qualify a noun or nominal group or take the place of one. A frame 
of various morphemes is used to form the relative subordinate proposition.
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A. Most relative subordinate propositions are formed with the relative pronoun and corresponding 
definite article of the noun class of the noun that is qualified, or modified. In the examples below 
the relatives and definite articles that frame the relative proposition are underlined.

Oçël or ex polo gër lar ol oɓanax ex.
Nc-bird Rel Cp in  Loc stream Def black Cp

‘The birds that are in the stream are black.’

Owëd or ko yëc oŋ ax tëkëna
Nc-mango Rel 3s buy Def Ng-In suffice-Ng

‘The mangoes that he is going to buy won’t suffice.’

Asoçan ar watu këƴo gër lumo an faba’x.
man       Rel see-Dst 1s-3s  Loc market Def father Cp

‘The man whom you saw at the market is my father.’ 

Ɓënëmëta ɓënd bami felënd ganëka ɓëŋ ka ƴow këni
Nc-boy         Rel      Pst-1s-3s say-Pg yesterday Def  already come 3s

‘The boys about whom I was talking to you yesterday, have come’

Even if the qualified noun is not present, the same frame qualifies the understood noun according to 
the class.

Or ex polo gër lar ol oɓanax ex.
Rel Cp in  Loc stream Def black Cp

‘They (birds) that are in the stream are black.’

Ar watu këƴo gër lumo an faba’x.
Rel see-Dst 1s-3s  Loc market Def father Cp

‘The one (man) whom you saw at the market is my father.’

B. A locative relative proposition makes use of the same frame of relative pronoun and definite 
article of the corresponding noun class but with the addition of the locative gër and morpheme ed 
after the relative pronoun. ed is also a relative pronoun for noun class 7 but it functions with the 
locative in this context generically. (In this example the word oçënga ‘field’ is modified by a relative 
proposition framed by the relative and definite article from its noun class or...ol).
 

Oçënga or gër ed xana këni ɓeneɗa ol yw̃egëk ganëka
Nc-field Rel  Loc        take    3p     Nc-seed   Def burn-3i yesterday

‘The field where they had taken seeds burned yesterday.’

These two morphemes—gër ed—can be employed alone when they are not qualifying a noun in 
heading a subordinate proposition.

Gër ed ko çonënd koɗi irexëm ax ŋaww̃ërena g’oçënga orexëmol
Loc        3s hide-Pg money Rel-Pos_3s Ng-3i be_far-Pc-Ng with-field Rel-Pos_3s-Def

‘Where he hides his money is not far from his field

C.  Another frame around a subordinate relative proposition is er...in which translates as ‘what’ or 
‘that which’ and does not follow a noun. This frame takes the relative pronoun and the definite 
article of two different noun classes as there is no specific noun to qualify. This is what was 
designated as the generic singular relative pronoun and definite article in section 5.7.
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Axe     pën’exëna        er fel ke in.
Ng-3p-1s understand-Pc-Ng Rel say 3p-1s Def

I did not understand what he told me.

Oɓaçol sëfëtan këno ɗek er ri bani in.
Nc-child-Def recount 3p-3s  all  Rel do Pst-3p Def

‘The children recounted to him all that they had done.’

Yëlinëɓi er këni ƴamb in.
give-Imp-3p Rel 3p  eat      Def

‘Give them something to eat.’ (lit. what they are going to eat)

Er yw̃andi këɓi in ɓëɓëgax ɓën këni yëcënd.
Rel want    3p    Def Nc-rich    Def    3p     buy-Pg

‘That which they want the rich buy.’

D. There are common relative propositions which function like a qualitative adjective. The noun that 
is modified is followed by a relative propostion which ascribes a quality to it.

Tama ar ax nangayaxëna’x
Tama Rel Ng-3i know-Ref-Ps-Ng Cp

‘Tama is immature’ (lit. Tama is one who does not know himself)

itox ind ax wëlërandëna
Nc-child Rel Ng-3i hear-Pg-Ng

‘deaf child’ (lit. a child who does not hear)

endanaww̃  end aɓi nangena ɓësoçan
Nc-girl       Rel Ng-3s-3p know-Ng Nc-man

‘virgin girl’ (lit. girl who does not know men)

asoxar ar kë fanayw̃and
Nc-woman Rel 3i sell-Ref-Pg

‘prostitute’ (lit. woman who is selling herself)

E. Muliple relative propostions in succession terminate with the definite article of the last modified 
noun to head a relative phrase.
 

Nëkoɗo asoxar ar xaww̃  këŋo ixeƴ ir wela këŋo inaŋët ind hw̃at këŋo yw̃aro ir sëra këŋo 
look-3s    woman  Rel milk 3s-3s   cow   Rel kick   3s-3s    dog       Rel  bite  3s-3s  cat     Rel chase 3s-3s           

yaxasa ir yw̃akëk maka ir ex gër aciww̃  and ɓaƴ ko Tama aŋ.
rat          Rel eat-3s   corn     Rel Cp Loc  hut    Rel   build 3s tama    Det

‘Here’s the woman who milked the cow that kicked the dog that bit the cat that chased the 
rat that ate the corn that is in the house that Tama built.’

(‘Here’s a woman who milked a cow that kicked a dog that bit a cat that chased a rat that 
ate some corn that is in the house that Tama built.’)
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In this chain of relative propositions, only the noun aciwỹ  ‘house’ is followed by a relative proposition 
framed by both the relative pronoun and definite article from the its noun class (and...aŋ).  With no 
definite articles allowed on the other relative propositions, they can be understood either definitiely 
or indefinitely. To specify, demonstratives can be employed with the nouns.

nëkoɗo asoxar ajo ar xaww̃  këŋo ixeƴ ijo ir wela këŋo inaŋët iŋo ind hw̃at këŋo yw̃aro ijo ir 
here’s       woman  Dem Rel milk 3s-3s  cow  Dem Rel kick 3s-3s    dog     Dem Rel   bite  3s-3s  cat     Dem Rel 

sëra këŋo yaxasa ijo ir yw̃akëk maka ijo ir ex gër aciww̃  aŋo and ɓaƴ ko Tama aŋ 
chase 3s-3s   rat        Dem Rel eat-3s  corn  Dem Rel Cp Loc  hut    Def   Rel   build 3s   tama   Det

‘Here’s this woman who milked this cow that kicked this dog that bit this cat that chased 
this rat that ate this corn that is in this house that Tama built.’ 

11.3.3 Subordinate propositions of goal

A.  When the subject of the subordinate proposition is the same as the principal propostition, the 
subjunctive is employed to express the goal (‘for, in order to’).  The morpheme er in this context is 
roughly equivalent to ‘why’ and precedes the principle proposition.  The conjunction panga ‘for the 
cause’ is employed with the relative pronoun end. The understood noun is endeƴ ‘thing’. 

Er ƴow këme ro panga end mo nënga Cëra.
Rel come 1s      here for-cause Rel 1s-3s visit   Chira

‘I came here in order to visit Chira’ (lit. for the cause that I visit Chira)

Er ƴow këme ro panga endeƴ end mo nënga Cëra eŋ
Rel come 1s      here for-cause thing  Rel 1s-3s   visit   Chira Def

‘‘I came here in order to visit Chira’ (lit. for the cause the thing that I visit Chira)

Er këme ƴeɗ gër angol panga end mo nënga Cëra
Rel 1s       go-Ft Loc village  for-cause Rel 1s-3s  visit    Chira 

‘I’ll go to the village in order to visit Chira.’

Er ƴe këni ɓësoçan ɓën gër oçënga panga end eni ñandëra
Rel go   3p    Nc-man     Def   Loc  field      for-cause Rel   3s   cultivate

‘the men went to the field in order to cultivate’ (lit. in order that they cultivate)

The same phrases can be employed without the intervening conjunction and relative pronoun 
between the propositions. This would be less expressive of goal and more of intention or wish.

Er ƴow këme ro mo nënga Cëra.
‘I came here to visit Chira’

Another method that is employed nominalizes the verb of the second proposition, leaving only one 
propostion.
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Er ƴow këme ro panga end onënga or Cëra
Rel come 1s       here for_cause Rel Nc-visit Rel Chira

‘I came here for a visit of Chira’

Er ƴe këni ɓësoçan ɓën gër oçënga panga end yw̃aney
Rel go   3p    Nc-man     Def   Loc  field      for-cause Rel   cultivation

‘the men went to the field for cultivation’

B.When the principal propostion is accomplished to make possible the action of the subordinate 
proposition, the subjunctive is also employed with the subordinate proposition. But in this case the 
suffix -axën is added to the subordinate verb (as discussed in section 8.7.11).

yow këme ro panga end eŋo nënganaxën Cëra
come 1s here for_cause    Rel   1s-3s happy-Bf-Py     Chira

‘I came here to make Chira happy’

Çot ko koɗi in panga end exo yëcaxën mburu. 
have 3s money Def for_cause Rel 3s    buy-Py    bread

‘He received the money to buy bread.’

Yëlële koɗi panga end me yëcaxën mburu
give-Imp-1s money  for_cause Rel 1s buy-Py   bread

‘give me money to buy bread’

Er yël ke koɗi   panga   end me yëcaxën mburu
Rel give 3s-1s money for_cause Rel 1s   buy-Py      bread

‘he gave me money to buy bread.’

Yëlëlëɓi koɗi (panga end) eni yëcaxën mburu
‘give them money to buy bread’

C. When the goal of the principal proposition is a negatative subordinate proposition, the negation 
takes the form of negative obligation. The conjunction panga end mark it as the subordinate 
propostion.

Açandawën ka çan ko gër ndeɓën panga end këremo watëna
friend      already exit 3s Loc home-Pos3p for_cause Rel  Ng-1s-3s  see-Ng

‘my friend went out from their house so that I not see him.’
(lit. in order that I must not see him)

inëmatayiŋ ka çon këŋo yw̃acongoniŋ panga end sëm këreŋo ŋaçëna
boy-Def    already hide 3s-3s    cock-Def     f or_cause  Rel father Ng-3s-3s sacrifice-Ng

the boy hid the cock so that his father not sacrifice it.
(lit. in order that he must not sacrifice it)

11.3.4 Temporal subordinate propostitions

A. The morphemes ga and gat—cause and effect.
Many subordinate temporal propostions make use of the morpheme ga at the beginning. This does 
not readily translate into an equivalent term in English. An approximate meaning would be ‘having’, 
‘provided that’, or ‘given that’. It marks the subordinate proposition as having been completed or 
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begun, depending on the syntax of the verb and pronoun. This, in effect, ‘sets the stage’ for the 
accompanying principal proposition. For future propostions, the morpheme gat is employed with the 
subjunctive as a possibility or probability not yet realized. The meaning conveyed is often one of 
cause and effect—the action of the subordinate proposition results in the effect of the independent 
propoistion. These can be employed with other adverbs to convey termporal concepts.

gat
ga

‘provided that’ (not yet begun—Sp )
‘having’ (completed or uncompleted but begun—Sr )

Gat exo pak ariyeni ko riyeniɗ
Sp     3s    heal if-work   3s   work-Ft

‘when he heals, he will work.’ or ‘provided that he heals, he will work’
Ga fak ko ariyeni baxo riyenind.
Sr  heal  3s If-work    Pst-3s  work-Pg

‘given that he healed, he was working.’

Ane ñanena    doro, ga kë sëɓënd ako.
Ng-3p cultivate-Ng today Sr 3i   rain-Pg  thus

‘we won’t cultivate today, given that it is raining like this’

Ga sëɓëk mbaŋ aye xanara këmi doyëjo
Sr   rain-3i much    well  harvest   1p       this_year

‘having rained a lot, we had a good harvest (lit. harvested well) this year.’

N’etëɓ   ga’x  ane  ñanena   doro
on-Nc-rain Sc-3i Ng-1p cultivate-Incl-Ng today

‘since it’s raining, we(incl) won’t cultivate today.’
(lit. on the act of raining, given that it is, we won’t cultivate today)

N’etëɓ    ga’bax ane   ñanexena      ganëka
on-Nc-rain Sc-Pst-3i Ng-1p cultivate-Incl-Pc-Ng yesterday

‘given that it was raining, we didn’t cultivate yesterday.’

Ga fak ko, yw̃ana ko moñexëra
Sr  heal  3s   start    3s   able_walk

‘having healed, he started to walk’ (lit. he started able to walk)

Ga ko fak, yw̃ana ko moñexëra
Sr   3s   heal  start   3s   able_walk

‘having started to heal, he started to walk’

Gat exo pak, ko yw̃ana moñexëra
Sp    3s     heal   3s  start    able_walk

‘provided he heals, he will start to walk’

Ata ko yw̃ana moñexëra, gat exo pak.
after 3s start   able_walk   Sp   3s   heal

‘later he will start to walk, when (provided that) he heals’

Gat exo pakëɗ, ko yw̃anaɗ moñexëra
Sp     3s    heal-Ft   3s   start-Ft  able_walk

‘when he will heal, he will start to walk’
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ga laki ko opacaw oki xani ko yw̃ana ko moñexëra
Sr   lie    3s Nc-month   two rise    3s   start   3s  able_walk

‘having laid 2 months (in bed), he got up and started to walk ‘

gat eƴ ɗaki opacaw oki axor ki xorëɗ eƴ ƴexëra
Sf     2s  lie      Nc-month two If-can 3s  can-Ft   2s  walk

‘When (provided that) you lie down for 2 months, you will be able to walk.  

Ga ko fakënd ako, ko yw̃anand moñexëra
Sr    3s  heal-Pg   thus   3s   start-Pg   able_walk

‘given he is healing so, he is starting to walk’

N’epak ga’xo, ata ko yw̃ana moñexëra
on-Nc-heal Sr-3s after  3s  start   able_walk

‘given that he is healing, after he will start to walk’

B. When (after) and…aŋ
To indicate that the independent proposition occurs just after or at the same time as the completion 
of the subordinate propostion, the subordinate propostion is framed by the morphemes and...aŋ. This 
corresponds to the relative pronoun and definite article for noun class 3. The understood noun is 
amëɗ ‘moment, period, time’ which is a class 3 noun. As a temporal subordinate proposition, 
however, the useof the noun reference at the head of the relative proposition is optional and most 
often eliminated. The placement of the subordinate proposition, which is in reality a relative 
subordinate propostion, can be before or after the primary proposition. 

and ƴambëra ko aŋ, çan ko.
Rel    eat             3s   Def  exit  3s

‘After he ate, he went out’ or ‘When he had eaten, he went out’

ka çan ko and ƴambëra ko aŋ.
aready exit 3s Rel   eat           3s Def

‘He went out after he ate.’

and yw̃andëra këme aŋ, ɓuyira këme
Rel   cultivate   1s         Def  bathe-Ref 1s

‘after I cultivated, I bathed’

For propositions not yet achieved or future, the same frame and...aŋ is employed with the verb 
syntax indicating uncompleted aspect.

and këme fayw̃ andëyen aŋ aƴe këme ƴed gër yeɓ me ɓuyiraw 
Rel    1s      finish work        Def If-go  1s       go-Ft Loc river  1s bathe-Ref-Dst

after I finish work, I will go to the river to bathe myself. 

and ko sëkwër aŋ, aseɓ ko seɓëɗ yw̃aneyin
Rel    3s fatigue  Def If-abandon 3s abandon cultivation-Def

when he gets fatigued, he will cease cultivating

and këni hw̃atuɗ   oçare   aŋ,  asera këmëni sëraɗ
Rel 3s arrive-Dst-Ft Nc-chicken Def If-catch  1s-3s   catch-Ft

when the chickens return, I will catch them
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and këni hw̃at gër angol aŋ oxan kënëɓi ƴambëɗ
Rel    3s    arrive Loc village Def Nc-fish 3p-3p   eat-Ft

when they have arrive at the village they will eat some fish

This temporal relationship can also be communicated by the morphemes ga and gat with no cause-
effect idea.

Ga ww̃ayiw këme wëno gër Tambakunda Ingëma xëñënara ko ond gër Ces oŋ.
Sr arrive-Dst  1s         1s       Loc Tambacounda    Ingama    prepare-Ref 3s  Rel   Loc Thies Def

when I arrived, me, from Tambacounda, Ingama prepared herself to go to Thies.

Gat me mayiw gër Tambakunda, Ingëma axëñënara ko xëñënaraɗ ond gër Ces oŋ 
Sp     1s   return-Dst Loc Tambacounda    Ingama   If-prepare-Ref 3s  prepare-Ref-Ft Rel  Loc Thies Def

when I return from Tambakunda, Ingama will prepare herself to go to Thies.

When (before) anteriority
To express an anteriority relationship, the adverb anëka ‘already’ is used with the appropriate tense 
and aspect.

Ga ww̃ayiw këme wëno gër Tambakunda Ingëma anëka xëñënara baxo oñe ond gër Ces oŋ.
Sr return-Dst  1s         1s       Loc Tambacounda    Ingama   already prepare-Ref  Pst-3s  Nc-going Rel Loc Thies Def

when I returned, from Tambacounda, Ingama had already prepared herself to go to Thies.

Gat me mayiwëɗ gër Tambakunda, Ingëma anëka ko xëñënaraɗ ond gër Ces oŋ 
Sp     1s   return-Dst-Ft  Loc Tambacounda    Ingama   already 3s prepare-Ref-Ft Rel  Loc Thies Def

when I return from Tambacounda, Ingama will already have prepared herself to go to Thies.

C. At the moment when. n’and…na
To indicate things occuring simultaneously, the frame n’and…na is placed around the subordinate 
proposition. These morphemes include the preposition në ‘on’, the relative and and the locative na 
‘there’. Together they mean ‘at the moment when’. The use of the relative pronoun and again 
corresponds to the class 3 noun amëɗ as in B above. The use of the noun is again optional but usually 
eliminated making this subordinate proposition a relative propostion also.

N’and hw̃atu këni na,   enjo’ŋ    xor      baɓi
on-Rel arrive-Dst 3p there hunger-Def have_power Pst 3i-3p

‘When they arrived, they were hungy’ 
(lit. on the moment they arrived, the hunger had power over them)

Aɓo cëmaxëna, n’and ƴow ke na 
Ng-3s-1p greet-Pc-Ng on-Rel come 1p-dual there

‘He did not greet us when we (dual) came.’

N’and baxo fatënd aciww̃  na itoxiŋ lëf baŋo raçënd
on-Rel Pst-3s sweep-Pg hut there child-Def in Pst-3s sleep-Pg

‘While she was sweeping the hut, the baby inside was sleeping’

ebami ww̃acënd ecëɗ ecëɗ n’and ebaƴ ƴend na.
Pst-1s-2s call-Pg    just now       on-Rel   Pst-2s go-Pg there
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‘I was calling you earlier when you were leaving’

D. At the point of.
The  subject of the subordinate proposition is combined with the verb axani ‘to get up’ followed by 
the nominalization of action. This is equivalent to ‘at the point of’ followed by a gerund in English. 
This construction makes use of the same and..aŋ frame indicating it is also a relative subordinate 
proposition.

and këme xani oñe aŋ   afel këmi felëɗ
Rel    1s       rise Nc-going Def If-say 1s-2s say-Ft

when I am at the point of departing, I will tell you. (lit. when I get up to leave...)

and ko xani eƴambëran aŋ aww̃ac këɓo ww̃acuɗ.
Rel   3s   rise     Nc-eating      Def If-call   3s-1p call-Dst-Ft

‘when she is at the point of eating, she will call us.’

and xani ko epayw̃ aŋ sëɓëk.
Rel   rise   3s Nc-finishing Def rain-3i

‘when he was at the point of finishing, it rained.’

and xani baxo ondaɗ aŋ fokër baxo ekayw̃el do wëc baxo
Rel    rise    Pst-3s Nc-jumping Def strike Pst-3s rock  and  fall   Pst-3s

‘when he had reached the point of jumping he struck a rock and fell’

E. Before. namana
The word namana ‘before’ precedes the subordinate proposition which is in the subjunctive form. 
This indicates the primary proposition is to occur before the subordinate propostion.

Ƴow namana ex mëɗ.
come  before      Cp night

‘Come before it is night.’

Namana eƴ mayw̃i, përal ebëtel
before        2s return shut-Imp Nc-door-Def

‘Before you go home, shut the door!’

Aƴow këme ƴow namana eƴ ƴambëra.
If-come   1s      come   before     2s   eat

‘I will come before you eat.’

Namana mëni cot obaç pere këme yw̃ër
before         1s-3p have Nc-child first 1s      marry

‘Before I have children, I will first marry.’

Anëka këno nëcëɗ itox indamiŋ    namana eƴ payw̃axën oɓaƴol
already 3p-3s initiate-Ft child Rel-Poss_1s-Def before  2s finish-Py Nc-building-Def

‘My son will be already initiated before you finish building!’ 
(lit. they will have already initiated my son...)
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F. Until. xali
The use of xali indicates the idea of ‘until’ for the primary proposition to continue or continued until 
the subordinate propostion. For completed aspect in the primary propostion, the subordinate clause 
verb is conjugated for completed aspect as well. Otherwise, the subordinate clause employs the 
subjunctive.

çëni këni xali ɓakaw këne
wait   3p    until return-Dst 1p-Incl

they waited until we(incl) returned
xali ɓakaw këne  çëni këni 
until return-Dst 1p-Incl wait   3p    

until we(incl) returned, they waited 

In these first two examples the primary propostion has completed aspect and in the 
subordinate propostion the pronoun follows the verb indicating completed aspect also. As 
shown, the order of the propositions can be reversed.

açëni këni çeni xali ene ɓakawëye
If-wait  3p     wait until  1p    return-Dst-Incl

they will wait until we(incl) return

bani çënind xali ene ɓakawëye
Pst-3p wait-Pg until 1p    return-Dst-Incl

they were waiting until we(incl) return

anëxa keɓi nëxa opeçilok xali exo nemi
If-hunt 3s-3p hunt warthogs-Def until 3s    die

he will hunt warthogs until he dies.

ani nangëna ɓari xali eɓi cot oɓaç
Ng-3p know-Ng but until 3p-3p have Nc-child

they won’t understand until they have children

ariyen këne riyeniye xali eni ŋatu ɓëliyer ɓën
If-work   1p     work-Incl until  3p arrive-Dst Nc-visitor Def

we will work until the visitors arrive.

aƴamb këni ƴambënd xali yw̃ey ax ɓayindëna
If-eat      3p      eat-Pg       until thing Ng-3i remain-Pg-Ng

they eat until there is nothing left

G. Until the moment. xali n’and…na
The use of xali in combination with n’and...na (used to indicate simultaneity)  communicates ‘until 
the moment that’. The understood class 3 noun amëɗ is optional as mentioned above.

açëni çëni këni xali n’(amëɗ ) and ɓakaw këmi na
If-wait   wait 3p      until on moment  Rel  return-Dst 1p   there

‘they waited until the moment we returned’
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açëni këni çëni xali n’and këne ɓakawëye na
If-wait  3p    wait   until on-Rel   1p     return-Dst-Incl there

‘they will wait untl the moment we return.’ 

H. Since. elod ga
The morpheme elod together with ga is used to communicate ‘since’ for the subordinate propostion.  

elod ga nang këƴe, ame kaxërena
since  Sr  know   2s-1s  Ng-1s  wrestle-Pc-Ng

since you have known me, I have not wrestled

elod ga wat këno andënaŋ, ani canëndëna gëmëɗ
since  Sr    see   3p-3s  snake-Def  Ng-3p exit-Pg-Ng   night

since they saw the snake, they do not go out at night

mbaŋ këmi yw̃anënd elod ga çot këmëni oxeƴol
much     1s     cultivate-Pg since Sr have 1p-3p    Nc-bull-Def

‘we have been cultivating much since we’ve had the bulls’

elod ga and lati ko gër atëx aŋ, ko çond
since  Sr  Rel fall 3s  Loc Nc-tree  Def   3s limp-Pg

since (the moment) he fell from the tree, he’s been limping

elod ga nangër këmi ɗal fo ko reƴand
since Sr    know-Rec 1p   true only 3s say-Pg

since I met him, he’s always told the truth

 yw̃ey axo yeƴanena elod ga wat ko enemel
thing Ng-3s speak-Pc-Ng since Sr  see   3s Nc-death-Def

he has not spoken since he saw the death 

I. Once (as soon as). sam
The idea of ‘once’, or ‘from that time on’ is indicated by the conjunction sam preceding the 
subordinate proposition. Completed subordinate propositions use ga. Uncompleted subordinate 
propositions use the subjunctive and can employ gat.

Sam eƴ ñër kë nëngota aniyan andeƴaŋ
once  2s marry 3i  change     Nc-life   Rel-Pos_2s-Def

Once you marry, your life will change.

Wëj, këƴ hi asoçan, sam eni nëc 
2s         2s be    man      once  3p-2s initiate

You will be a man, once you are initiated. 

Sam gat eƴ ñërëɗ kë nëngotaɗ aniyan andeƴaŋ
once   Sp   2s  marry-Ft 3i change-Ft   life         Rel-Pos_2s-Def

Once (provided that) you marry, your life will change.

Sam ga ñër këƴ nëngotak aniyan andëƴaŋ
once   Sr marry 2s  change-3i    life          Rel-Pos_2s-Def

‘Once you married, your life changed.’
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Sam ga xëm këmo, nang këme mëne wëno wenëk
once   Sr   hit    1s-3s    know    1s       that      1s       be_wrong-3i

‘As soon as I hit him, I knew that I was wrong.’

11.3.5 Concessive subordinate propostions

The morpheme ado ‘even though’ or ‘although’ precedes the subordinate proposition to communicate 
a counterexpectation in the primary proposition. For actions completed or begun, ado is used with 
ga. For possibilities or eventualities, the subjunctive is employed.

ado ga hw̃atu këni gëmëɗ anëka nëka këni gër anjar.
even Sr arrive-Dst 3p  night    already  last      3p    Loc Nc-dance

even though they arrived late they danced a long time.
(lit. even though they arrived late they lasted at dance)

nuba  aƴe   ñëgwënuwena     ado ga yw̃ëgwënëli bami
last_yr Ng-2s-1s write-Bf-Dst-Pc-Ng even Sr   write-Bf-Ab   Pst-1s-2s

‘last year you did not write to me even though I had written to you’

 aƴe   teɓanena    ado ga re këme, teɓanële
Ng-2s-1s forgive-Pc-Ng even Sr say 1s forgive-Imp-1s

‘you did not forgive me even though I said, forgive me’

ado eni cale  oçar’ol         ame calena
even 3p convert Nc-chicken-Def Ng 1s convert-Ng

‘even though the chickens convert, I won’t convert’
ado exe ɗaww̃  Kaxanu axwëta këmo xwëtaɗ
even  3s-1s kill   God          If trust    1s-3s trust-Ft

‘even if God kills me, I will trust him’

11.3.6 Conditional subordinate propositions

A. An unreal past condition
For  past  conditional  phrases,  the  conditional  morpheme  do is  affixed  to  the  pronoun  of  the 
independent  phrase.  There  are  two  methods  of  expressing  the  condition  of  the  subordinate 
propostion: 1) gido paired with the past tense verbal affix -ba (other variants include këdo, kido, and 
kayido which are all derived from the root  hi ‘be’ followed by the conditional morpheme do). Only 
this constuctionis used  for a negated condition; and 2) the conditional morpheme do comes after the 
subjunctive.

gido gë koɗi ebaxo, aciww̃  ɓaƴ doxo
be-Cd with money Cp-Pst-3s Nc-hut build Cd-3s

exo gi do gë koɗi, aciww̃  ɓaƴ doxo
3s    be Cd with money Nc-hut build Cd-3s

if he had money, he would build a house.

gido anang nang bame, aƴow ƴow dome
be-Cd If-know know Pst-1s If-come come Cd-1s
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me nang do, aƴow ƴow dome
1s  know   Cd  If-come come   Cd-1s

if I had known, I would have come

gido aww̃ëka ww̃ëka bano, arëca rëca doɓi
be-Cd  If-ask   ask    Pst-3p-3s If-help help  Cd-3s-3p

eno mëka do, arëca rëca doɓi
3p-3s -ask   Cd    If-help help  Cd-3s-3p

if they had asked him, he would have helped them.

gido axe maçëbana koɗiyin, axëm xëm domo
be-Cd Ng-3s-1s return-Pst-Ng money-Def If-hit hit Cd-1s-3s

if he had not returned the money, I would have hit him

exe maç do koɗiyin, amo këmëdona
3s-1s return Cd money-Def Ng-1s-3s hit-Cd-Ng

gido    aww̃aç ww̃aç baxe    koɗiyin,  amo këmëdona
be-Cd If-return return Pst-3s-1s money-Def Ng-1s-3s hit-Cd-Ng

if he had returned the money, I would not have hit him.

B. A condition in the future
The subordinate conditional phrase is conjugated with perfective aspect, following the word gëmëne 
‘if’, or the word gë ‘with’. Employment of the preposition gë seems to indicate that with the given 
condition, the independent proposition will occur. The independent proposition can employ near 
future, future, and imperative conjugations. The independent proposition can come before or after 
the subordinate conditional phrase.

g’afayw̃ fayw̃ këme andëyenaŋ,  aƴeli këme ƴeli.
with If-finish finish 1s Nc-work-Def If-come 1s   come

gëmëne afayw̃ fayw̃ këme andëyenaŋ, aƴeli këme ƴeli
if            If-finish finish 1s     Nc-work-Def  If-come 1s    come

if I finish the work, I will come.

g’aƴe ƴe këƴ gër lumo, yëcuɗ çafunayin
with If-go go 2s Loc market buy-Dst-Ft soap-Def

if you go to the market, buy some soap.

g’aƴe ƴe këne, afel kënëŋo felëɗe
with If-go go 1p   If-say 1p-3s     say-Ft-Incl

if we (incl) go, we will talk to him

amëni yoɓeɗëna, g’ani payw̃ena
Ng-1s-3s pay-Ft-Ng with Ng-3p finish-Pc-Ng 

I will not pay them, if they did not finish 

axo ñandëraɗëna, g’axo pakena
Ng-3s cultivate-Ft-Ng with-3s heal-Pc-Ng 
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he will not cultivate, if he is not healed

g’aƴow ƴow këni, afel kënëɓo felëɗ 
with If-come come 3p If-say 3p-1p say-Ft 

if they come, they will talk to us.

ayw̃an këne yw̃anëɗe,          gë doro ax tëɓena
If-cultivate 1p cultivate-Ft-Incl with today Ng-3i rain-Ng

ayw̃an këne yw̃anëɗe, gëmëne doro ax tëɓena
                                       if            today Ng-3i rain-Ng

we will cultivate, if it doesn’t rain today 

g’eñëŋënax ri ko këmëlo
with Nc-wrong do 3s hit-Imp-3s

gëmëne eñëŋënax ri ko këmëlo
if              Nc-wrong   do 3s hit-Imp-3s

if he does something bad, hit him!

ayëra këmi yëra gëmëne afayw̃ fayw̃ këmi aciww̃aŋ
If-move 1p move if If-finish finish 3p Nc-hut-Def

we will move if we finish the hut.

11.4 Comparison

Several methods are used to make comparisons. One common method of comparing things is by 
employing the verb xuri ‘to be more’ –conjugated with tense and aspect—with another verb in the 
subjunctive indicating the quality compared. The inanimate subject pronoun is employed with the 
verb xuri regardless if the things compared are animate or inanimate. When two different things are 
compared, the second often follows the preposition gë ‘with’ to indicate with what the subject is 
being compared.

inanimate:
ojaɓote od  doro ok xurik ex tiɓ od ganëka ok
sacks       Rel   today Def more-3i 3i be-heavy Rel yesterday Def

‘today the sacks are heavier than yesterday’
(lit. : the sacks of today it is more they be heavy those of yesterday)

ojaɓote od  ganëka ok xuri bax ex tiɓ od doro ok
sacks       Rel   yesterday Def more Pst-3i  3i be-heavy Rel today Def

‘yesterday the sacks were heavier than today’
(lit. the sacks of yesterday it was more they be heavy those of today)

aciww̃  andamaŋ kë xuriɗ ex ɓa g’andeƴaŋ
hut     Rel-1s-Def   3i more-Ft 3i be-small avec-2s

‘my house will be smaller than yours’
(lit. the house of mine it will be it be small with yours)
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animate:
endënaww̃  eŋo xurik exo ye g’eŋo fën
girl          Dem more-3i 3s be-pretty with Dem there

‘this girl is prettier than the other there’
(lit. this girl it is more she be pretty with that one there)

asoxar andexëman xuri bax exo ye g’endënaww̃  eŋo
woman   Rel-3s-Def      more Pst-3i  3s be-pretty with girl      Dem

‘his wife was prettier than this girl’
(lit. the woman of his it was more she be pretty with this girl)

ɓën xurik eni ñëmb gë ɓiyi
3p  more-3i  3p  be-numerous with 1p

‘they are more numerous than we’
(lit. them, it is more they be numerous with us)

Other ways of comparing are: 1) use the subject-object pronominal form with the subjunctive verb 
with the object indicating what the subject is ‘more than’; 2) nominalize a quality and use the verb 
to indicate that one has more than the other; and 3) use the verb xuca ‘to surpass’.

mëŋ xurik exe kem (lit. he is more than me to be strong)
3s more-3i 3s-1s be-strong

ojaww̃  odexëm xurik g’odamok (lit. the strengths of him are more than mine)
strengths Rel-3s more-3s with 1s-Def

mëŋ xuca ke ojaww̃ (lit. him, he surpasses me strengths)
3s surpass 3s-1s strengths

‘he is stronger than I’

When asked to determine between two or more choices and compare which is more, the verb 
ay¯ëmbëna ‘to be more’ is employed without a following qualitative verb, which is understood.

Kali gë Tama no xurik ex cak?
kali with tama who more-3i 3i be-tall

‘Who is taller between Kali and Tama?’

Kali yw̃ëmbënak
kali be-more-3s

‘Kali is more (tall)’ 

Kali kë yw̃ëmbënaɗ
kali 3i be-more-Ft

‘Kali will be more (tall)’
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Kali xurik ex cak
kali more-3i 3i be-tall

‘Kali is taller’

Xuri ko ecakel
more 3s Nc-length-Def

‘he is taller’ (lit. More is he the length)
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